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es or any other such junior shares (except by conversion into or exchange for shares of the Company ranking junior to
the MMP Shares as to dividends and upon liquidation) or any such parity shares (except by conversion into or
exchange for shares of the Company ranking junior to or on a parity with the MMP Shares as to dividends and upon
liquidation), unless (1) there is no event of default under any borrowings (including the Tortoise Notes) that is
continuing; (2) immediately after such transaction, the Company would have Eligible Assets with an aggregate
Discounted Value at least equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount and the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset
Coverage would be achieved, (3) immediately after the transaction, the Company would have eligible portfolio
holdings with an aggregated discounted value at least equal to the asset coverage requirements, if any, under any
Borrowings, (4) full cumulative dividends on the MMP Shares due on or prior to the date of the transaction have been
declared and paid and (5) the Company has redeemed the full number of MMP Shares required to be redeemed by any
provision for mandatory redemption contained in Section 3(a)(ii).

3.           Redemption.  (a) (i) After the initial Dividend Period, subject to the provisions of this Section 3 and to the
extent permitted under the 1940 Act and Maryland law, the Company may, at its option, redeem in whole or in part
out of funds legally available therefor MMP Shares herein designated as (A) having a Dividend Period of one year or
less, on the Business Day after the last day of such Dividend Period by delivering a notice of redemption to the
Auction Agent not less than 15 calendar days and not more than 40 calendar days prior to the date fixed for such
redemption, at a redemption price per share equal to $______, plus an amount equal to accumulated but unpaid
dividends thereon (whether or not earned or declared) to the date fixed for redemption (“Redemption Price”), or
(B) having a Dividend Period of more than one year, on any Business Day prior to the end of the relevant Dividend
Period by delivering a notice of redemption to the Auction Agent not less than 15 calendar days and not more than 40
calendar days prior to the date fixed for such redemption, at the Redemption Price, plus a redemption premium, if any,
determined solely by the Board of Directors and set forth in any applicable Specific Redemption Provisions at the
time of the designation of such Dividend Period as set forth in Section 4 of these terms of the MMP Shares; provided,
however, that during a Dividend Period of more than one year no MMP Shares will be subject to optional redemption
except in accordance with any Specific Redemption Provisions approved by the Board of Directors after consultation
with the Broker-Dealers at the time of the designation of such Dividend Period.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Company shall not give a notice of or effect any redemption pursuant to this Section 3(a)(i) unless, on the date on
which the Company intends to give such notice and on the date of redemption (1) the Company has available certain
Deposit Securities with maturity or tender dates not later than the day preceding the applicable redemption date and
having a value not less than the amount (including any applicable premium) due to Holders of MMP Shares by reason
of the redemption of such MMP Shares on such date fixed for the redemption and (2) the Company would have
Eligible Assets with an aggregate Discounted Value at least equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount
immediately subsequent to such redemption, if such redemption were to occur on such date.

(ii)           If the Company fails to maintain, as of any Valuation Date, Eligible Assets with an aggregate Discounted
Value at least equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance
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Amount or, as of the last Business Day of any month, the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage, and such failure is
not cured within ten Business Days following such Valuation Date in the case of a failure to maintain the MMP
Shares Basic Maintenance Amount or on the last Business Day of the following month in the case of a failure to
maintain the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage (each an “Asset Coverage Cure Date”), the MMP Shares will be
subject to mandatory redemption out of funds legally available therefor.  The number of MMP Shares to be redeemed
in such circumstances will be equal to the lesser of (1) the minimum number of MMP Shares the redemption of which,
if deemed to have occurred immediately prior to the opening of business on the relevant Asset Coverage Cure Date,
would result in the Company having Eligible Assets with an aggregate Discounted Value at least equal to the MMP
Shares Basic Maintenance Amount, or sufficient to satisfy the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage, as the case
may be, in either case as of the relevant Asset Coverage Cure Date (provided that, if there is no such minimum
number of MMP Shares the redemption of which would have such result, all MMP Shares then Outstanding will be
redeemed), and (2) the maximum number of MMP Shares that can be redeemed out of funds expected to be available
therefor on the Mandatory Redemption Date at the Mandatory Redemption Price set forth in subparagraph (a)(iii) of
this Section 3.

(iii)           In determining the MMP Shares required to be redeemed in accordance with the foregoing Section 3(a)(ii),
the Company shall allocate the number of shares required to be redeemed to satisfy the MMP Shares Basic
Maintenance Amount or the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage, as the case may be, pro rata among the Holders
of MMP Shares in proportion to the number of shares they hold by lot or by such other method as the Company shall
deem fair and equitable, subject to any mandatory redemption provisions, subject to the further provisions of this
subparagraph (iii).  The Company shall effect any required mandatory redemption pursuant to subparagraph (a)(ii) of
this Section 3 no later than 40 calendar days after the Asset Coverage Cure Date (the “Mandatory Redemption Date”),
except that if the Company does not have funds legally available for the redemption of, or is not otherwise legally
permitted to redeem, the number of MMP Shares which would be required to be redeemed by the Company under
subparagraph (a)(ii) of this Section 3 if sufficient funds were available, together with shares of other Preferred Shares
which are subject to mandatory redemption under provisions similar to those contained in this Section 3, or the
Company otherwise is unable to effect such redemption on or prior to such Mandatory Redemption Date, the
Company shall redeem those MMP Shares, and shares of other Preferred Shares which it was unable to redeem, on the
earliest practicable date on which the Company will have such funds available, upon notice pursuant to Section 3(b) to
record owners of the MMP Shares to be redeemed and the Paying Agent.  The Company will deposit with the Paying
Agent funds sufficient to redeem the specified number of MMP Shares with respect to a redemption required under
subparagraph (a)(ii) of this Section 3, by 12:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Mandatory Redemption Date.  If
fewer than all of the Outstanding MMP Shares are to be redeemed pursuant to this Section 3(a)(iii), the number of
shares to be redeemed shall be redeemed pro rata from the Holders of such shares in proportion to the number of such
shares held by such Holders, by lot or by such other method as the Company shall deem fair and equitable, subject,
however, to the terms of any applicable Specific Redemption Provisions.  “Mandatory Redemption Price” means the
Redemption Price plus (in the case of a Dividend Period of one year or more only) a redemption premium, if any,
determined by the Board of Directors after consultation with the Broker-Dealers and set forth in any applicable
Specific Redemption Provisions.

(b)           In the event of a redemption pursuant to Section 3(a), the Company will file a notice of its intention to
redeem with the Commission so as to provide at least the minimum notice required under Rule 23c-2 under the 1940
Act or any successor provision.  In addition, the Company shall  deliver a notice of redemption to the Auction Agent
(the “Notice of Redemption”) containing the
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information set forth below (1) in the case of an optional redemption pursuant to subparagraph (a)(i) above, one
Business Day prior to the giving of notice to the Holders, and (2) in the case of a mandatory redemption pursuant to
subparagraph (a)(ii) above, on or prior to the 30th day preceding the Mandatory Redemption Date.  The Auction
Agent will use its reasonable efforts to provide notice to each Holder of MMP Shares called for redemption by
electronic or other reasonable means not later than the close of business on the Business Day immediately following
the day on which the Auction Agent determines the shares to be redeemed (or, during a Default Period with respect to
such shares, not later than the close of business on the Business Day immediately following the day on which the
Auction Agent receives Notice of Redemption from the Company).  The Auction Agent shall confirm such notice in
writing not later than the close of business on the third Business Day preceding the date fixed for redemption by
providing the Notice of Redemption to each Holder of shares called for redemption, the Paying Agent (if different
from the Auction Agent) and the Securities Depository.  Notice of Redemption will be addressed to the registered
owners of MMP Shares at their addresses appearing on the share records of the Company.  Such Notice of
Redemption will set forth (1) the date fixed for redemption, (2) the number and identity of MMP Shares to be
redeemed, (3) the redemption price (specifying the amount of accumulated dividends to be included therein and the
amount of the redemption premium, if any), (4) that dividends on the shares to be redeemed will cease to accumulate
on such date fixed for redemption, and (5) the provision under which redemption shall be made.  No defect in the
Notice of Redemption or in the transmittal or mailing thereof will affect the validity of the redemption proceedings,
except as required by applicable law.  If fewer than all shares held by any Holder are to be redeemed, the Notice of
Redemption mailed to such Holder shall also specify the number of shares to be redeemed from such Holder.

(c)           Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Section 3, but subject to Section 7(f), no MMP
Shares may be redeemed unless all dividends in arrears on the Outstanding MMP Shares and all shares of capital stock
of the Company ranking on a parity with the MMP Shares with respect to payment of dividends or upon liquidation,
have been or are being contemporaneously paid or set aside for payment; provided, however, that the foregoing shall
not prevent the purchase or acquisition of all Outstanding MMP Shares pursuant to the successful completion of an
otherwise lawful purchase or exchange offer made on the same terms to, and accepted by, Holders of all Outstanding
MMP Shares.

(d)           Upon the deposit of funds sufficient to redeem MMP Shares with the Paying Agent on the date fixed for
redemption and the giving of the Notice of Redemption to the Auction Agent under paragraph (b) of this Section 3,
dividends on such shares shall cease to accumulate and such shares shall no longer be deemed to be Outstanding for
any purpose (including, without limitation, for purposes of calculating whether the Company has maintained the
requisite MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount or the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage), and all rights of the
Holder of the shares so called for redemption shall cease and terminate, except the right of such Holder to receive the
redemption price specified herein, but without any interest or other additional amount.  Such redemption price shall be
paid by the Paying Agent to the nominee of the Securities Depository.  Upon written request, the Company shall be
entitled to receive from the Paying Agent, promptly after the date fixed for redemption, any cash deposited with the
Paying Agent in excess of (1) the aggregate redemption price of the MMP Shares called for redemption on such date
and (2) such other amounts, if any, to which Holders of MMP Shares called for redemption may be entitled.  Any
funds so deposited that are unclaimed at the end of two years from such redemption date shall, to the extent permitted
by law, be paid to the Company upon its written request, after which time the Holders of MMP Shares so called for
redemption may look only to the Company for payment of the redemption price and all other amounts, if any, to
which they may be entitled.

(e)           To the extent that any redemption for which a Notice of Redemption has been given is not made by reason
of the absence of legally available funds therefor, or is otherwise prohibited, such redemption shall be made as soon as
practicable to the extent such funds become legally available or
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such redemption is no longer otherwise prohibited.  Failure to redeem MMP Shares shall be deemed to exist when the
Company shall have failed, for any reason whatsoever, to deposit in trust with the Paying Agent the redemption price
with respect to any shares for which such Notice of Redemption has been given in accordance with Section 2(c)(ii)
hereof.  Notwithstanding the fact that the Company may not have redeemed MMP Shares for which a Notice of
Redemption has been given, dividends may be declared and paid on MMP Shares and shall include those MMP
Shares for which Notice of Redemption has been given but for which deposit of funds has not been made.

(f)           All moneys paid to the Paying Agent for payment of the redemption price of MMP Shares called for
redemption shall be held in trust by the Paying Agent for the benefit of Holders of shares so to be redeemed.

(g)           So long as any MMP Shares are held of record by the nominee of the Securities Depository, the redemption
price for such shares will be paid on the date fixed for redemption to the nominee of the Securities Depository for
distribution to Agent Members for distribution to the persons for whom they are acting as agent.

(h)           Except for the provisions described above, nothing contained in these terms of the MMP Shares limits any
right of the Company to purchase or otherwise acquire any MMP Shares outside of an Auction at any price, whether
higher or lower than the price that would be paid in connection with an optional or mandatory redemption, so long as,
at the time of any such purchase, there is no arrearage in the payment of dividends on, or the mandatory or optional
redemption price with respect to, any MMP Shares for which Notice of Redemption has been given and the Company
is in compliance with the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage and has Eligible Assets with an aggregate
Discounted Value at least equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount after giving effect to such purchase or
acquisition on the date thereof.  If fewer than all the Outstanding MMP Shares are redeemed or otherwise acquired by
the Company, the Company shall give notice of such transaction to the Auction Agent, in accordance with the
procedures agreed upon by the Board of Directors.

(i)           In the case of any redemption pursuant to this Section 3, only whole MMP Shares shall be redeemed, and in
the event that any provision of the Charter would require redemption of a fractional share, the Auction Agent shall be
authorized to round up so that only whole shares are redeemed.

(j)           Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, including, without limitation, Sections 2(e) and 6(f) hereof,
the Board of Directors may authorize, create or issue any class or series of shares of capital stock, including other
series of MMP Shares, ranking prior to or on a parity with the MMP Shares with respect to the payment of dividends
or the distribution of assets upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company, to the extent
permitted by the 1940 Act, as amended, if, upon issuance, the Company would meet the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset
Coverage, the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount and the requirements of Section 11 of Part I hereof.

4.           Designation of Dividend Period.  (a) The initial Dividend Period for the MMP Shares is as set forth under
“Designation” above.  The Company will designate the duration of subsequent Dividend Periods of MMP Shares;
provided, however, that no such designation is necessary for a Standard Dividend Period and, provided further, that
any designation of a Special Dividend Period shall be effective only if (1) notice thereof shall have been given as
provided herein, (2) any failure to pay in a timely manner to the Auction Agent the full amount of any dividend on, or
the redemption price of, MMP Shares shall have been cured as provided above, (3) Sufficient Clearing Bids shall have
existed in an Auction held on the Auction Date immediately preceding the first day of such proposed Special
Dividend Period, (4) if the Company shall have mailed a Notice of Redemption with respect to any shares, the
redemption price with respect to such shares shall have been deposited with the Paying Agent, and (5) in
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the case of the designation of a Special Dividend Period, the Company has confirmed that as of the Auction Date next
preceding the first day of such Special Dividend Period, it has Eligible Assets with an aggregate Discounted Value at
least equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount, and the Company has consulted with the Broker-Dealers
and has provided notice of such designation and a MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Report to Moody’s (if Moody’s is
then rating the MMP Shares), Fitch (if Fitch is then rating the MMP Shares) and any Other Rating Agency which is
then rating the MMP Shares and so requires.

(b)           If the Company proposes to designate any Special Dividend Period, not fewer than seven (or two Business
Days in the event the duration of the Dividend Period prior to such Special Dividend Period is fewer than eight days)
nor more than 30 Business Days prior to the first day of such Special Dividend Period, notice shall be (1) made by
press release and (2) communicated by the Company by telephonic or other means to the Auction Agent and
confirmed in writing promptly thereafter.  Each such notice shall state (A) that the Company proposes to exercise its
option to designate a succeeding Special Dividend Period, specifying the first and last days thereof and (B) that the
Company will by 3:00 p.m., New York City time, on the second Business Day next preceding the first day of such
Special Dividend Period, notify the Auction Agent, who will promptly notify the Broker-Dealers and the Existing
Holders, of either (x) its determination, subject to certain conditions, to proceed with such Special Dividend Period,
subject to the terms of any Specific Redemption Provisions, or (y) its determination not to proceed with such Special
Dividend Period, in which latter event the succeeding Dividend Period shall be a Standard Dividend Period.

No later than 3:00 p.m., New York City time, on the second Business Day next preceding the first day of any
proposed Special Dividend Period, the Company shall deliver to the Auction Agent, who will promptly deliver to the
Broker-Dealers and Existing Holders, either:

(i)           a notice stating (A) that the Company has determined to designate the next succeeding Dividend Period as a
Special Dividend Period, specifying the first and last days thereof and (B) the terms of any Specific Redemption
Provisions; or

(ii)           a notice stating that the Company has determined not to exercise its option to designate a Special Dividend
Period.

If the Company fails to deliver either such notice with respect to any designation of any proposed Special Dividend
Period to the Auction Agent or is unable to make the confirmation provided in clause (v) of paragraph (a) of this
Section 4 by 3:00 p.m., New York City time, on the second Business Day next preceding the first day of such
proposed Special Dividend Period, the Company shall be deemed to have delivered a notice to the Auction Agent with
respect to such Dividend Period to the effect set forth in clause (ii) above, thereby resulting in a Standard Dividend
Period.

5.           Restrictions on Transfer.  MMP Shares may be transferred only (a) pursuant to an order placed in an Auction,
(b) to or through a Broker-Dealer or (c) to the Company or any Affiliate.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transfer
other than pursuant to an Auction will not be effective unless the selling Existing Holder or the Agent Member of such
Existing Holder, in the case of an Existing Holder whose shares are listed in its own name on the books of the Auction
Agent, or the Broker-Dealer or Agent Member of such Broker-Dealer, in the case of a transfer between persons
holding MMP Shares through different Broker-Dealers, advises the Auction Agent of such transfer.  The certificate
representing  the MMP Shares issued to the Securities Depository will bear legends with respect to the restrictions
described above and stop-transfer instructions will be issued to the Transfer Agent and/or Registrar.

6.           Voting Rights.  (a) Except for matters which do not require the vote of holders of Preferred Shares under the
1940 Act and except as otherwise provided in the Charter or Bylaws, herein or
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as otherwise required by applicable law, (1) each holder of MMP Shares shall be entitled to one vote for each MMP
Share held on each matter submitted to a vote of stockholders of the Company, and (2) the holders of Outstanding
Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, and Common Shares shall vote together as a single class on all matters
submitted to stockholders; provided, however, that the holders of Outstanding Preferred Shares, including the MMP
Shares, shall be entitled, as a class, to the exclusion of the holders of shares of all other classes of stock of the
Company, to elect two Directors of the Company at all times.  The identity and class (if the Board of Directors is then
classified) of the nominees for such Directors may be fixed by the Board of Directors.  Subject to paragraph (b) of this
Section 6, the holders of outstanding Common Shares and Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, voting
together as a single class, shall elect the balance of the Directors.

(b)           During any period in which any one or more of the conditions described below shall exist (such period being
referred to herein as a “Voting Period”), the number of Directors constituting the Board of Directors shall automatically
increase by the smallest number that, when added to the two Directors elected exclusively by the holders of Preferred
Shares, including the MMP Shares, would constitute a majority of the Board of Directors as so increased by such
smallest number; and the holders of Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, shall be entitled, voting as a class
on a one-vote-per-share basis (to the exclusion of the holders of all other securities and classes of shares of the
Company), to elect such smallest number of additional Directors, together with the two Directors that such holders are
in any event entitled to elect.  A Voting Period shall commence:

(i)           if at the close of business on any Dividend Payment Date accumulated dividends (whether or not earned or
declared) on Preferred Shares equal to at least two full years’ dividends shall be due and unpaid; or

(ii)           if at any time holders of any Preferred Shares are entitled under the 1940 Act to elect a majority of the
Directors of the Company.

Upon the termination of a Voting Period, the voting rights described in this paragraph (b) of Section 6 shall cease,
subject always, however, to the revesting of such voting rights in the holders of Preferred Shares, including the MMP
Shares, upon the further occurrence of any of the events described in this paragraph (b) of Section 6.

(c)           As soon as practicable after the accrual of any right of the holders of Preferred Shares, including the MMP
Shares, to elect additional Directors as described in paragraph (b) of this Section 6, the Company shall notify the
Auction Agent, and the Auction Agent shall instruct the Directors to call a special meeting of such holders, and mail a
notice of such special meeting to such holders, such meeting to be held not less than 10 nor more than 30 calendar
days after the date of mailing of such notice.  If the Company fails to send such notice to the Auction Agent or if a
special meeting is not called, it may be called by any such holder on like notice.  The record date for determining the
holders entitled to notice of and to vote at such special meeting shall be the close of business on the fifth Business Day
preceding the day on which such notice is mailed.  At any such special meeting and at each meeting of holders of
Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, held during a Voting Period at which Directors are to be elected, such
holders, voting together as a class (to the exclusion of the holders of all other securities and classes of capital stock of
the Company), shall be entitled to elect the number of Directors prescribed in paragraph (b) of this Section 6 on a
one-vote-per-share basis.

(d)           The terms of office of all persons who are Directors of the Company at the time of a special meeting of
holders of the MMP Shares and holders of other Preferred Shares to elect Directors shall continue, notwithstanding
the election at such meeting by the holders of the MMP Shares and such holders of other Preferred Shares of the
number of Directors that they are entitled to elect, and
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the persons so elected by such holders, together with the two incumbent Directors elected by such holders and the
remaining incumbent Directors, shall constitute the duly elected Directors of the Company.

(e)           Simultaneously with the termination of a Voting Period, the terms of office of the additional Directors
elected by the holders of the MMP Shares and holders of other Preferred Shares pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
Section 6 shall terminate, the number of Directors constituting the Board of Directors shall decrease accordingly, the
remaining Directors shall constitute the Directors of the Company and the voting rights of such holders to elect
additional Directors pursuant to paragraph (b) of this Section 6 shall cease, subject to the provisions of the last
sentence of paragraph (b) of this Section 6.

(f)           So long as any of the shares of Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, are Outstanding, the Company
will not, without the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the outstanding Preferred Shares determined with
reference to a “majority of outstanding voting securities” as that term is defined in Section 2(a)(42) of the 1940 Act (a
“1940 Act Majority”), voting as a separate class:

(i)           amend, alter or repeal any of the preferences, rights or powers of such class of Preferred Shares so as to
affect materially and adversely such preferences, rights or powers as defined in Section 6(h) below;

(ii)           create, authorize or issue shares of any class of capital stock ranking senior to or on a parity with the
Preferred Shares with respect to the payment of dividends or the distribution of assets, or any securities convertible
into, or warrants, options or similar rights to purchase, acquire or receive, such shares of capital stock ranking senior
to or on a parity with the Preferred Shares or reclassify any authorized shares of capital stock of the Company into any
shares ranking senior to or on a parity with the Preferred Shares (except that, notwithstanding the foregoing, but
subject to the provisions of either Section 3(j) or 11, as applicable, the Board of Directors, without the vote or consent
of the holders of the Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, may from time to time authorize, create and
classify, and the Company may from time to time issue, shares or series of Preferred Shares, including other series of
MMP Shares, ranking on a parity with the MMP Shares with respect to the payment of dividends and the distribution
of assets upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company, and may authorize, reclassify
and/or issue any additional MMP Shares, including shares previously purchased or redeemed by the Company, subject
to continuing compliance by the Company with 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage and MMP Shares Basic
Maintenance Amount requirements);

(iii)           institute any proceedings to be adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or consent to the institution of bankruptcy
or insolvency proceedings against it, or file a petition seeking or consenting to reorganization or relief under any
applicable federal or state law relating to bankruptcy or insolvency, or consent to the appointment of a receiver,
liquidator, assignee, trustee, sequestrator (or other similar official) of the Company or a substantial part of its property,
or make any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or, except as may be required by applicable law, admit in writing
its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due or take any corporate action in furtherance of any such
action;

(iv)           create, incur or suffer to exist, or agree to create, incur or suffer to exist, or consent to cause or permit in the
future (upon the happening of a contingency or otherwise) the creation, incurrence or existence of any material lien,
mortgage, pledge, charge, security interest, security agreement, conditional sale or trust receipt or other material
encumbrance of any kind upon any of the Company’s assets as a whole, except (A) liens the validity of which are
being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings, (B) liens for taxes that are not then due and
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payable or that can be paid thereafter without penalty, (C) liens, pledges, charges, security interests, security
agreements or other encumbrances arising in connection with any indebtedness senior to the MMP Shares or arising in
connection with any futures contracts or options thereon, interest rate swap or cap transactions, forward rate
transactions, put or call options, short sales of securities or other similar transactions; (D) liens, pledges, charges,
security interests, security agreements or other encumbrances arising in connection with any indebtedness permitted
under clause (vi) below and (E) liens to secure payment for services rendered including, without limitation, services
rendered by the Company’s custodian and the Auction Agent; or

(v)           create, authorize, issue, incur or suffer to exist any indebtedness for borrowed money or any direct or
indirect guarantee of such indebtedness for borrowed money or any direct or indirect guarantee of such indebtedness,
except the Company may borrow and issue senior securities as may be permitted by the Company’s investment
restrictions or as may be permitted by the 1940 Act; provided, however, that transfers of assets by the Company
subject to an obligation to repurchase shall not be deemed to be indebtedness for purposes of this provision to the
extent that after any such transaction the Company has Eligible Assets with an aggregate Discounted Value at least
equal to the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount as of the immediately preceding Valuation Date.

(g)           The affirmative vote of the holders of a 1940 Act Majority of the Outstanding Preferred Shares, including
the MMP Shares, voting as a separate class, shall be required to approve any plan of reorganization (as such term is
used in the 1940 Act) adversely affecting such shares or any action requiring a vote of security holders of the
Company under Section 13(a) of the 1940 Act.

(h)           The affirmative vote of the holders of a 1940 Act Majority of the Outstanding Preferred Shares, including
the MMP Shares, voting separately from any other series, shall be required with respect to any matter that materially
and adversely affects the rights, preferences, or powers of that series in a manner different from that of other series of
classes of the Company’s shares of capital stock.  For purposes of the foregoing, no matter shall be deemed to
adversely affect any right, preference or power unless such matter (i) alters or abolishes any preferential right of such
series; (ii) creates, alters or abolishes any right in respect of redemption of such series; or (iii) creates or alters (other
than to abolish) any restriction on transfer applicable to such series.  The vote of holders of any shares described in
this Section 6(h) will in each case be in addition to a separate vote of the requisite percentage of Common Shares
and/or Preferred Shares, if any, necessary to authorize the action in question.

(i)           The rights of the MMP Shares or the Holders thereof, including, without limitation, the interpretation or
applicability of any or all covenants or other obligations of the Company contained herein or of the definitions of the
terms contained herein, all such covenants, obligations and definitions having been adopted pursuant to Rating
Agency Guidelines, may from time to time be modified, altered or repealed by the Board of Directors in its sole
discretion, based on a determination by the Board of Directors that such action is necessary or appropriate in
connection with obtaining or maintaining the rating of any Rating Agency with respect to the MMP Shares or revising
the Company’s investment restrictions or policies consistent with guidelines of any Rating Agency, and any such
modification, alteration or repeal will not be deemed to affect the preferences, rights or powers of MMP Shares or the
Holders thereof, provided that the Board of Directors receives written confirmation from each relevant Rating Agency
(with such confirmation in no event being required to be obtained from a particular Rating Agency with respect to
definitions or other provisions relevant only to and adopted in connection with another Rating Agency’s rating of the
MMP Shares) that any such modification, alteration or repeal would not adversely affect the rating then assigned by
such Rating Agency.
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The terms of the MMP Shares are subject to the Rating Agency Guidelines, as reflected in a written document and as
amended from time to time by the respective Rating Agency, for so long as the MMP Shares are then rated by the
applicable Rating Agency.  Such Rating Agency Guidelines may be amended by the respective Rating Agency
without the vote, consent or approval of the Company, the Board of Directors and any holder of shares of Preferred
Shares, including any series of MMP Shares, or any other stockholder of the Company.

In addition, subject to compliance with applicable law, the Board of Directors may modify the definition of Maximum
Rate to increase the percentage amount by which the Reference Rate is multiplied to determine the Maximum Rate
shown therein without the vote or consent of the holders of the Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, or any
other stockholder of the Company, and without receiving any confirmation from any rating agency after consultation
with the Broker-Dealers, provided that immediately following any such increase the Company would be in
compliance with the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount.

(j)           Unless otherwise required by law, Holders of MMP Shares shall not have any relative rights or preferences
or other special rights other than those specifically set forth herein.  The Holders of MMP Shares shall have no rights
to cumulative voting.  If the Company fails to pay any dividends on the MMP Shares, the exclusive remedy of the
Holders shall be the right to vote for Directors pursuant to the provisions of this Section 6.

(k)           The foregoing voting provisions will not apply with respect to the MMP Shares if, at or prior to the time
when a vote is required, such shares have been (i) redeemed or (ii) called for redemption and sufficient funds shall
have been deposited in trust to effect such redemption.

7.           Liquidation Rights.  (a) Upon the dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company,
whether voluntary or involuntary, the Holders of MMP Shares then outstanding, together with holders of shares of any
class of shares ranking on a parity with the MMP Shares upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up, shall be entitled
to receive and to be paid out of the assets of the Company (or the proceeds thereof) available for distribution to its
stockholders after satisfaction of claims of creditors of the Company an amount equal to the liquidation preference
with respect to such shares.  The liquidation preference for MMP Shares shall be $______ per share, plus an amount
equal to all accumulated dividends thereon (whether or not earned or declared but without interest) to the date
payment of such distribution is made in full or a sum sufficient for the payment thereof is set apart with the Paying
Agent.  No redemption premium shall be paid upon any liquidation even if such redemption premium would be paid
upon optional or mandatory redemption of the relevant shares.  In determining whether a distribution (other than upon
voluntary or involuntary liquidation), by dividend, redemption or otherwise, is permitted under the MGCL, amounts
that would be needed, if the Company were to be dissolved at the time of distribution, to satisfy the liquidation
preference of the MMP Shares will not be added to the Company’s total liabilities.

(b)           If, upon any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the Company, whether voluntary or
involuntary, the assets of the Company available for distribution among the holders of all outstanding Preferred
Shares, including the MMP Shares, shall be insufficient to permit the payment in full to holders of the amounts to
which they are entitled, then the available assets shall be distributed among the holders of all outstanding Preferred
Shares, including the MMP Shares, ratably in any distribution of assets according to the respective amounts which
would be payable on all the shares if all amounts thereon were paid in full.

(c)           Upon the dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company, whether voluntary or
involuntary, until payment in full is made to the holders of MMP Shares of the
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liquidation distribution to which they are entitled, (1) no dividend or other distribution shall be made to the holders of
Common Shares or any other class of shares of capital stock of the Company ranking junior to MMP Shares upon
dissolution, liquidation or winding up and (2) no purchase, redemption or other acquisition for any consideration by
the Company shall be made in respect of the Common Shares or any other class of shares of capital stock of the
Company ranking junior to MMP Shares upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up.

(d)           A consolidation, reorganization or merger of the Company with or into any other trust or company, or a sale,
lease or exchange of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company in consideration for the issuance of equity
securities of another trust or company shall not be deemed to be a liquidation, dissolution or winding up, whether
voluntary or involuntary, for the purposes of this Section 7.

(e)           After the payment to the holders of Preferred Shares, including MMP Shares, of the full preferential amounts
provided for in this Section 7, the holders of Preferred Shares, including MMP Shares, as such shall have no right or
claim to any of the remaining assets of the Company.

(f)           If the assets of the Company or proceeds thereof available for distribution to the Holders of MMP Shares,
upon any dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company, whether voluntary or involuntary, shall
be insufficient to pay in full all amounts to which such holders are entitled pursuant to paragraph (a) of this Section 7,
no such distribution shall be made on account of any shares of any other class or series of Preferred Shares ranking on
a parity with MMP Shares unless proportionate distributive amounts shall be paid on account of the MMP Shares,
ratably, in proportion to the full distributable amounts to which holders of all such parity shares are entitled upon such
dissolution, liquidation or winding up.

(g)           Subject to the rights of the holders of shares of any series or class or classes of stock ranking on a parity with
MMP Shares with respect to the distribution of assets upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the
Company, after payment shall have been made in full to the holders of the MMP Shares as provided in paragraph (a)
of this Section 7, but not prior thereto, any other series or class or classes of stock ranking junior to MMP Shares with
respect to the distribution of assets upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the affairs of the Company shall,
subject to any respective terms and provisions (if any) applying thereto, be entitled to receive any and all assets
remaining to be paid or distributed, and the holders of the MMP Shares shall not be entitled to share therein.

8.           Auction Agent.  For so long as any MMP Shares are Outstanding, the Auction Agent, duly appointed by the
Company to so act, shall be in each case a commercial bank, trust company or other financial institution independent
of the Company and its Affiliates (which, however, may engage or have engaged in business transactions with the
Company or its Affiliates) and at no time shall the Company or any of its Affiliates act as the Auction Agent in
connection with the Auction Procedures.  If the Auction Agent resigns or for any reason its appointment is terminated
during any period that any MMP Shares are outstanding, the Company shall use its best efforts promptly thereafter to
appoint another qualified commercial bank, trust company or financial institution to act as the Auction Agent.

9.           1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage.  The Company shall maintain, as of the last Business Day of each
month in which any shares of the MMP Shares are Outstanding, asset coverage  with respect to the MMP Shares
which is equal to or greater than the 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage; provided, however, that Section 3(a)(ii)
shall be the sole remedy if the Company fails to do so.

10.           MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount.  So long as the MMP Shares are Outstanding and Moody’s, Fitch
or any Other Rating Agency which so requires is then rating the shares of the MMP Shares, the Company shall
maintain, as of each Valuation Date, Moody’s Eligible Assets (if Moody’s is
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then rating the MMP Shares), Fitch Eligible Assets (if Fitch is then rating the MMP Shares) and (if applicable) Other
Rating Agency Eligible Assets having an aggregate Discounted Value equal to or greater than the MMP Shares Basic
Maintenance Amount; provided, however, that Section 3(a)(ii) shall be the sole remedy in the event the Company fails
to do so.

11.           Certain Other Restrictions.  For so long as any MMP Shares are Outstanding and any Rating Agency is then
rating such shares, the Company will not, unless it has received written confirmation from each such rating agency
that any such action would not impair the rating then assigned by such Rating Agency to such shares, engage in
certain proscribed transactions set forth in the Rating Agency Guidelines.

12.           Compliance Procedures for Asset Maintenance Tests.  For so long as any MMP Shares are Outstanding and
Moody’s, Fitch or any Other Rating Agency which so requires is then rating such shares, the Company shall deliver to
each rating agency which is then rating MMP Shares and any other party specified in the Rating Agency Guidelines
all certificates that are set forth in the respective Rating Agency Guidelines regarding 1940 Act MMP Shares Asset
Coverage, MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount and/or related calculations at such times and containing such
information as set forth in the respective Rating Agency Guidelines.

13.           Notice.  All notices or communications hereunder, unless otherwise specified in these terms of the MMP
Shares, shall be sufficiently given if in writing and delivered in person, by telecopier, by electronic means or mailed
by first-class mail, postage prepaid.  Notices delivered pursuant to this Section 13 shall be deemed given on the earlier
of the date received or the date five days after which such notice is mailed, except as otherwise provided in these
terms of the MMP Shares or by the MGCL for notices of Stockholders’ meetings.

14.           Waiver.  To the extent permitted by Maryland law, holders of a 1940 Act Majority of the Outstanding
Preferred Shares, including the MMP Shares, acting collectively or voting separately from any other series, may by
affirmative vote waive any provision hereof intended for their respective benefit in accordance with such procedures
as may from time to time be established by the Board of Directors.

15.           Termination.  If no MMP Shares are outstanding, all rights and preferences of such shares established and
designated hereunder shall cease and terminate, and all obligations of the Company under these terms of the MMP
Shares, shall terminate.

16.           Facts Ascertainable Outside Charter.  Subject to the provisions of these terms of the MMP Shares, the Board
of Directors may, by resolution duly adopted, without stockholder approval (except as otherwise provided by these
terms of the MMP Shares or required by applicable law), modify these terms of the MMP Shares to reflect any
modification hereto which the Board of Directors is entitled to adopt pursuant to the terms of Section 6(i) hereof or
otherwise without stockholder approval.  To the extent permitted by applicable law, the Board of Directors may
interpret, modify or adjust the provisions of these terms of the MMP Shares to resolve any inconsistency or ambiguity
or to remedy any defect.

17.           Definitions.  As used in Part I and Part II of these terms of the MMP Shares, the following terms shall have
the following meanings (with terms defined in the singular having comparable meanings when used in the plural and
vice versa), unless the context otherwise requires:

(a)           “AA” Composite Commercial Paper Rate” on any date means (i) the interest equivalent of the 30-day rate, in
the case of a Dividend Period which is a Standard Dividend Period or shorter, or the 180-day rate, in the case of all
other Dividend Periods, on commercial paper on behalf of issuers whose corporate bonds are rated “AA” by Standard &
Poor’s, or the equivalent of such rating by another nationally recognized rating agency, as announced by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York for
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the close of business on the Business Day immediately preceding such date; or (ii) if the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York does not make available such a rate, then the arithmetic average of the interest equivalent of such rates on
commercial paper placed on behalf of such issuers, as quoted on a discount basis or otherwise by the Commercial
Paper Dealers to the Auction Agent for the close of business on the Business Day immediately preceding such date
(rounded to the next highest .001 of 1%).  If any Commercial Paper Dealer does not quote a rate required to determine
the “AA” Composite Commercial Paper Rate, such rate shall be determined on the basis of the quotations (or quotation)
furnished by the remaining Commercial Paper Dealers (or Dealer), if any, or, if there are no such Commercial Paper
Dealers, by a nationally recognized dealer in commercial paper of such issuers then making such quotations selected
by the Company.  For purposes of this definition, (A) ”Commercial Paper Dealers” shall mean (1) Citigroup Global
Markets Inc., Lehman Brothers Inc., Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Goldman Sachs & Co.;
(2) in lieu of any thereof, its respective Affiliate or successor; and (3) if any of the foregoing shall cease to quote rates
for commercial paper of issuers of the sort described above, in substitution therefor, a nationally recognized dealer in
commercial paper of such issuers then making such quotations selected by the Company, and (B) ”interest equivalent”
of a rate stated on a discount basis for commercial paper of a given number of days’ maturity shall mean a number
equal to the quotient (rounded upward to the next higher one-thousandth of 1%) of (1) such rate expressed as a
decimal, divided by (2) the difference between (x) 1.00 and (y) a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the product
of such rate expressed as a decimal, multiplied by the number of days in which such commercial paper shall mature
and the denominator of which shall be 360.

(b)           “Affiliate” or “affiliate” means any person controlled by, in control of or under common control with the
Company; provided that no Broker-Dealer controlled by, in control of or under common control with the Company
shall be deemed to be an Affiliate nor shall any corporation or any person controlled by, in control of or under
common control with such corporation, one of the directors or executive officers of which also is a Director of the
Company be deemed to be an Affiliate solely because such director or executive officer also is a Director of the
Company.

(c)           “Agent Member” means a member of, or participant in, the Securities Depository who shall act on behalf of a
Bidder.

(d)           “All Hold Rate” means 80% of the “AA” Composite Commercial Paper Rate.

(e)           “Applicable Percentage” means the percentage associated with the lower of the credit ratings assigned to the
MMP Shares by Moody’s or Fitch, as follows:

Moody’s
Credit Rating

Fitch
Credit Rating

Applicable
Percentage

Aa3 or above AA- or above 200%
A3 to A1 A- to A+ 250%

Baa3 to Baa1 BBB- to BBB+ 275%
Below Baa3 Below BBB- 300%

(f)    “Applicable Rate” means, with respect to the MMP Shares for each Auction Period (i) if Sufficient Clearing Bids
exist for the Auction in respect thereof, the Winning Bid Rate, (ii) if Sufficient Clearing Bids do not exist for the
Auction in respect thereof, the Maximum Rate, (iii) in the case where all the MMP Shares are the subject of Hold
Orders for the Auction in respect thereof, the All Hold Rate, (iv) if a Default Period is occurring, the Default Rate, and
(v) if an Auction is not held for any reason (including the circumstance where there is no Auction Agent or
Broker-Dealer), the Maximum Rate.
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(g)           “Asset Coverage Cure Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(a)(ii).

(h)           “Auction” means each periodic implementation of the Auction Procedures.

(i)           “Auction Agent” means The Bank of New York unless and until another commercial bank, trust company, or
other financial institution appointed by a resolution of the Board of Directors enters into an agreement with the
Company to follow the Auction Procedures for the purpose of determining the Applicable Rate.

(j)           “Auction Agreement” means the agreement between the Auction Agent and the Company pursuant to which
the Auction Agent agrees to follow the procedures specified in Part II of these terms of the MMP Shares, as such
agreement may from time to time be amended or supplemented.

(k)           “Auction Date” means the first Business Day next preceding the first day of a Dividend Period.

(l)           “Auction Desk” means the business unit of a Broker-Dealer that fulfills the responsibilities of the
Broker-Dealer under a Broker-Dealer Agreement, including soliciting Bids for the MMP Shares, and units of the
Broker-Dealer which are not separated from such business unit by information controls appropriate to control, limit
and monitor the inappropriate dissemination of information about Bids.

(m)           “Auction Period” means with respect to the MMP Shares, either a Standard Auction Period or a Special
Auction Period, as applicable.

(n)           “Auction Procedures” means the procedures for conducting Auctions set forth in Part II hereof.

(o)           “Available MMP Shares” means for each series of MMP Shares on each Auction Date, the number of
Outstanding MMP Shares of the series that are not the subject of Submitted Hold Orders.

(p)           “Beneficial Owner,” with respect to the MMP Shares, means a customer of a Broker-Dealer who is listed on
the records of that Broker-Dealer (or, if applicable, the Auction Agent) as a holder of shares of the series.

(q)           “Bid” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a) of Section 1 of Part II of these terms of the MMP
Shares.

(r)           “Bidder” means each Beneficial Owner, Potential Beneficial Owner and Broker Dealer who places an Order.

(s)           “Board of Directors” or “Board” means the Board of Directors of the Company or any duly authorized
committee thereof as permitted by applicable law.

(t)           “Broker-Dealer” means any broker-dealer or broker-dealers, or other entity permitted by law to perform the
function required of a Broker-Dealer by the Auction Procedures, that has been selected by the Company and that is a
party to a Broker-Dealer Agreement with the Auction Agent.  The “Broker-Dealer” of record with respect to any MMP
Share is the Broker-Dealer which placed the Order for such MMP Share or whom the Existing Holder of such MMP
Share has designated as its Broker-Dealer with respect to such MMP Share, in each case as reflected in the records of
the Auction Agent.
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(u)           “Broker-Dealer Agreement” means an agreement between the Auction Agent and a Broker-Dealer, pursuant to
which the Broker-Dealer agrees to follow the Auction Procedures.

(v)           “Broker-Dealer Deadline” means, with respect to an Order, the internal deadline established by the
Broker-Dealer through which the Order was placed after which it will not accept Orders or any change in any Order
previously placed with such Broker-Dealer; provided, however, that nothing shall prevent the Broker-Dealer from
correcting Clerical Errors by the Broker-Dealer with respect to Orders from Bidders after the Broker-Dealer Deadline
pursuant to the provisions herein.  Any Broker-Dealer may change the time or times of its Broker-Dealer Deadline as
it relates to such Broker-Dealer by giving notice not less than two Business Days prior to the date such change is to
take effect to Bidders who place Orders through such Broker-Dealer.

(w)           “Business Day” means a day on which the New York Stock Exchange is open for trading and which is not a
Saturday, Sunday or other day on which banks in the City of New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law
to close, days on which the Federal Reserve Bank of New York is not open for business, days on which banking
institutions or trust companies located in the state in which the operations of the Auction Agent are conducted are
authorized or required to be closed by law, regulation or executive order of the state in which the Auction Agent
conducts operations with respect to the MMP Shares.

(x)           “Clerical Error” means a clerical error in the processing of an Order, and includes, but is not limited to, the
following:  (i) a transmission error, including but not limited to, an Order sent to the wrong address or number, failure
to transmit certain pages or illegible transmission, (ii) failure to transmit an Order received from one or more Existing
Holders or Potential Beneficial Owners (including Orders from the Broker-Dealer which were not originated by the
Auction Desk) prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline or generated by the Broker-Dealer’s Auction Desk for its own
account prior to the Submission Deadline or (iii) a typographical error.  Determining whether an error is a “Clerical
Error” is within the reasonable judgment of the Broker-Dealer, provided that the Broker-Dealer has a record of the
correct Order that shows it was so received or so generated prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline or the Submission
Deadline, as applicable.

(y)           “Commercial Paper Dealers” has the meaning set forth in the definition of “AA” Composite Commercial Paper
Rate.

(z)           “Commission” means the Securities and Exchange Commission.

(aa)           “Common Shares” means the shares of common stock, par value $.001 per share, of the Company.

(bb)           “Default” has the meaning set forth in Section 2(c)(ii) of this Part I.

(cc)           “Default Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 2(c)(ii) of this Part I.

(dd)           “Default Rate” means the Reference Rate multiplied by three (3).

(ee)           “Deposit Securities” means cash and any obligations or securities, including short-term money market
instruments that are Eligible Assets, rated at least AAA, A-1 or SP-1 by Standard & Poor’s, except that, for purposes of
section 3(a)(i) of this Part I, such obligations or securities shall be considered “Deposit Securities” only if they are also
rated at least P-2 by Moody’s.

(ff)           “Discount Factor” means the Fitch Discount Factor (if Fitch is then rating the MMP Shares), the Moody’s
Discount Factor (if Moody’s is then rating the MMP Shares) or any Other
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Rating Agency Discount Factor (if any Other Rating Agency is then rating the MMP Shares), whichever is applicable.

(gg)           “Discounted Value” has the meaning set forth in the Rating Agency Guidelines.

(hh)           “Dividend Default” has the meaning set forth in Section 2(c)(ii) of this Part I.

(ii)           “Dividend Payment Date” with respect to the MMP Shares means any date on which dividends are payable
pursuant to Section 2(b) of this Part I.

(jj)           “Dividend Period” means, with respect to the MMP Shares, the period commencing on the Original Issue Date
thereof and ending on the date specified for such series on the Original Issue Date thereof and thereafter, as to such
series, the period commencing on the day following each Dividend Period for such series and ending on the day
established for such series by the Company.

(kk)           “Eligible Assets” means Fitch’s Eligible Assets or Moody’s Eligible Assets (if Moody’s or Fitch are then rating
the MMP Shares) and/or Other Rating Agency Eligible Assets (if any Other Rating Agency is then rating the MMP
Shares), whichever is applicable.

(ll)           “Error Correction Deadline” means one hour after the Auction Agent completes the dissemination of the
results of the Auction to Broker-Dealers without regard to the time of receipt of such results by any Broker-Dealer;
provided, however, in no event shall the Error Correction Deadline extend past 4:00 p.m., New York City time unless
the Auction Agent experiences technological failure or force majeure in disseminating the Auction results which
causes a delay in dissemination past 3:00 p.m., New York City time.

(mm)           “Existing Holder,” with respect to the MMP Shares, shall mean a Broker-Dealer (or any such other Person
as may be permitted by the Company) that is listed on the records of the Auction Agent as a holder of shares of such
series.

(nn)                      “Fitch” means Fitch Ratings and its successors at law.

(oo)           “Fitch Discount Factor” means the discount factors set forth in the Fitch Guidelines for use in calculating the
Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with Fitch’s ratings of MMP Shares.

(pp)           “Fitch Eligible Assets” means the assets of the Company set forth in the Fitch Guidelines as eligible for
inclusion in calculating the Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with Fitch’s ratings of MMP
Shares.

(qq)           “Fitch Guidelines” mean the guidelines provided by Fitch, as may be amended from time to time, in
connection with Fitch’s ratings of MMP Shares.

(rr)           “Hold Order” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a) of Section 1 of Part II of these terms of the
MMP Shares or an Order deemed to have been submitted as provided in paragraph (c) of Section 1 of Part II of these
terms of the MMP Shares.

(ss)           “Holder” means, with respect to MMP Shares, the registered holder of MMP Shares as the same appears on
the share ledger or share records of the Company.

(tt)           “LIBOR” on any Auction Date, means (i) the rate for deposits in U.S. dollars for the designated Dividend
Period, which appears on display page 3750 of Moneyline’s Telerate Service (“Telerate Page 3750”) (or such other
page as may replace that page on that service, or such other service
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as may be selected by Lehman Brothers Inc. or its successors) as of 11:00 a.m., London time, on the day that is the
London Business Day on the Auction Date or, if the Auction Date is not a London Business Day, the London
Business Day preceding the Auction Date (the “LIBOR Determination Date”), or (ii) if such rate does not appear on
Telerate Page 3750 or such other page as may replace such Telerate Page 3750, (A) Lehman Brothers Inc. shall
determine the arithmetic mean of the offered quotations of the reference banks to leading banks in the London
interbank market for deposits in U.S. dollars for the designated Dividend Period in an amount determined by Lehman
Brothers Inc. by reference to requests for quotations as of approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) on such date made
by Lehman Brothers Inc. to the reference banks, (B) if at least two of the reference banks provide such quotations,
LIBOR shall equal such arithmetic mean of such quotations, (C) if only one or none of the reference banks provide
such quotations, LIBOR shall be deemed to be the arithmetic mean of the offered quotations that leading banks in The
City of New York selected by Lehman Brothers Inc. (after obtaining the Company’s approval) are quoting on the
relevant LIBOR Determination Date for deposits in U.S. dollars for the designated Dividend Period in an amount
determined by Lehman Brothers Inc. (after obtaining the Company’s approval) that is representative of a single
transaction in such market at such time by reference to the principal London offices of leading banks in the London
interbank market; provided, however, that if Lehman Brothers Inc. is not a Broker-Dealer or does not quote a rate
required to determine the LIBOR, the LIBOR will be determined on the basis of the quotation or quotations furnished
by any other Broker-Dealer selected by the Company to provide such rate or rates not being supplied by Lehman
Brothers Inc.; provided further, that if Lehman Brothers Inc. and/or a substitute Broker-Dealer are required but unable
to determine a rate in accordance with at least one of the procedures provided above, the LIBOR shall be the most
recently determinable LIBOR.  If the number of Dividend Period days shall be (i) 7 or more but fewer than 21 days,
such rate shall be the seven-day LIBOR rate; (ii) more than 21 but fewer than 49 days, such rate shall be one-month
LIBOR rate; (iii) 49 or more but fewer than 77 days, such rate shall be the two-month LIBOR rate; (iv) 77 or more but
fewer than 112 days, such rate shall be the three-month LIBOR rate; (v) 112 or more but fewer than 140 days, such
rate shall be the four-month LIBOR rate; (vi) 140 or more but fewer than 168 days, such rate shall be the five-month
LIBOR rate; (vii) 168 or more but fewer than 189 days, such rate shall be the six-month LIBOR rate; (viii) 189 or
more but fewer than 217 days, such rate shall be the seven-month LIBOR rate; (ix) 217 or more but fewer than 252
days, such rate shall be the eight-month LIBOR rate; (x) 252 or more but fewer than 287 days, such rate shall be the
nine-month LIBOR rate; (xi) 287 or more but fewer than 315 days, such rate shall be the ten-month LIBOR rate;
(xii) 315 or more but fewer than 343 days, such rate shall be the eleven-month LIBOR rate; and (xiii) 343 or more
days but fewer than 365 days, such rate shall be the twelve-month LIBOR rate.

(uu)           “London Business Day” means any day on which commercial banks are generally open for business in
London.

(vv)           “MMP Shares” means Money Market Cumulative Preferred Shares, liquidation preference $25,000 per share.

(ww)           “MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount” as of any Valuation Date has the meaning set forth in the Rating
Agency Guidelines.

(xx)             “Mandatory Redemption Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(a)(iii) of this Part I.

(yy)           “Mandatory Redemption Price” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(a)(iii) of this Part I.

(zz)           “Market Value” means the market value of an asset of the Company determined as follows:  For equity
securities, the value obtained from readily available market quotations.  If an
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equity security is not traded on an exchange or not available from a Board-approved pricing service, the value
obtained from written broker-dealer quotations.  For fixed-income securities, the value obtained from readily available
market quotations based on the last sale price of a security on the day the Company values its assets or the market
value obtained from a pricing service or the value obtained from a direct written broker-dealer quotation from a dealer
who has made a market in the security.  “Market Value” for other securities will mean the value obtained pursuant to the
Company’s valuation procedures.  If the market value of a security cannot be obtained, or the Company’s investment
adviser determines that the value of a security as so obtained does not represent the fair value of a security, fair value
for that security shall be determined pursuant to the valuation procedures adopted by the Board of Directors.

(aaa)           “Maximum Rate” means, on any date on which the Applicable Rate is determined, the rate equal to the
Applicable Percentage of the Reference Rate, subject to upward but not downward adjustment in the discretion of the
Board of Directors after consultation with the Broker-Dealers, provided that immediately following any such increase
the Company would be in compliance with the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount.

(bbb)           “Minimum Rate” means, on any Auction Date with respect to an Auction Period of 30 days or fewer, 70%
of the “AA” Composite Commercial Paper Rate at the close of business on the Business Day next preceding such
Auction Date.  There shall be no Minimum Rate on any Auction Date with respect to an Auction Period of more than
the Standard Auction Period.

(ccc)            “Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., a Delaware corporation, and its successors at law.

(ddd)           “Moody’s Discount Factor” means the discount factors set forth in the Moody’s Guidelines as eligible for use
in calculating the Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with Moody’s ratings of MMP Shares.

(eee)           “Moody’s Eligible Assets” means assets of the Company set forth in the Moody’s Guidelines as eligible for
inclusion in calculating the Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with Moody’s ratings of MMP
Shares.

(fff)            “Moody’s Guidelines” mean the guidelines provided by Moody’s, as may be amended from time to time, in
connection with Moody’s ratings of MMP Shares.

(ggg)           “1940 Act” means the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended from time to time.

(hhh)          “1940 Act Majority” has the meaning set forth in Section 6(f) of this Part I.

(iii)              “1940 Act MMP Shares Asset Coverage” means asset coverage, as determined in accordance with
Section 18(h) of the 1940 Act, of at least 200% with respect to all outstanding senior securities of the Company which
are stock, including all outstanding MMP Shares (or such other asset coverage as may in the future be specified in or
under the 1940 Act as the minimum asset coverage for senior securities which are stock of a closed-end investment
company as a condition of declaring dividends on its common stock), determined on the basis of values calculated as
of a time within 48 hours next preceding the time of such determination.

(jjj)           “Notice of Redemption” means any notice with respect to the redemption of MMP Shares pursuant to
Section 3.

(kkk)        “Order” means a Hold Order, Bid or Sell Order.
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(lll)               “Original Issue Date” means, with respect to the MMP Shares, Series ___, ________, 200_.

(mmm)         “Other Rating Agency” means each rating agency, if any, other than Fitch or Moody’s then providing a
rating for the MMP Shares pursuant to the request of the Company.

(nnn)           “Other Rating Agency Discount Factor” means the discount factors set forth in the Other Rating Agency
Guidelines as eligible for use in calculating the Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with such
Other Rating Agency’s ratings of MMP Shares.

(ooo)           “Other Rating Agency Eligible Assets” means assets of the Company designated by any Other Rating
Agency as eligible for inclusion in calculating the Discounted Value of the Company’s assets in connection with such
Other Rating Agency’s rating of MMP Shares.

(ppp)           “Other Rating Agency Guidelines” means the guidelines provided by each Other Rating Agency, as may be
amended from time to time, in connection with the Other Rating Agency’s rating of MMP Shares.

(qqq)           “Outstanding” or “outstanding” means, as of any date, MMP Shares theretofore issued by the Company
except, without duplication, (i) any MMP Shares theretofore canceled, redeemed or repurchased by the Company, or
delivered to the Auction Agent for cancellation or with respect to which the Company has given notice of redemption
and irrevocably deposited with the Paying Agent sufficient funds to redeem such MMP Shares and (ii) any MMP
Shares represented by any certificate in lieu of which a new certificate has been executed and delivered by the
Company.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, (A) for purposes of voting rights (including the determination of the
number of shares required to constitute a quorum), any of the MMP Shares to which the Company or any Affiliate of
the Company shall be the Existing Holder shall be disregarded and not deemed outstanding; (B) in connection with
any Auction, any MMP Shares as to which the Company or any person known to the Auction Agent to be an Affiliate
of the Company shall be the Existing Holder thereof shall be disregarded and deemed not to be outstanding; and
(C) for purposes of determining the MMP Shares Basic Maintenance Amount, MMP Shares held by the Company
shall be disregarded and not deemed outstanding but shares held by any Affiliate of the Company shall be deemed
outstanding.

(rrr)             “Paying Agent” means The Bank of New York unless and until another entity appointed by a resolution of
the Board of Directors enters into an agreement with the Company to serve as paying agent.

(sss)           “Person” or “person” means and includes an individual, a corporation, a partnership, a trust, a company, an
unincorporated association, a joint venture or other entity or a government or any agency or political subdivision
thereof.

(ttt)           “Potential Beneficial Owner,” with respect to shares of a series of MMP Shares, shall mean a customer of a
Broker-Dealer that is not a Beneficial Owner of shares of such series but that wishes to purchase shares of such series,
or that is a Beneficial Owner of shares of such series that wishes to purchase additional shares of such series;
provided, however, that for purposes of conducting an Auction, the Auction Agent may consider a Broker-Dealer
acting on behalf of its customer as a Potential Beneficial Owner.

(uuu)           “Potential Holder,” with respect to shares of a series of MMP Shares, shall mean a Broker-Dealer (or any
such other person as may be permitted by the Company) that is not an Existing Holder of MMP Shares of such series
or that is an Existing Holder of MMP Shares of such series that wishes to become the Existing Holder of additional
MMP Shares of such series; provided, however, that
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for purposes of conducting an Auction, the Auction Agent may consider a Broker-Dealer acting on behalf of its
customer as a Potential Holder.

(vvv)             “Preferred Shares” means the shares of preferred stock, par value $.001 per share, including the MMP
Shares, of the Company from time to time.

(www)           “Rating Agency” means each of Fitch (if Fitch is then rating MMP Shares), Moody’s (if Moody’s is then
rating MMP Shares), and any Other Rating Agency.

(xxx)               “Rating Agency Guidelines” mean Fitch Guidelines (if Fitch is then rating MMP Shares), Moody’s
Guidelines (if Moody’s is then rating MMP Shares) and any Other Rating Agency Guidelines (if any Other Rating
Agency is then rating MMP Shares), whichever is applicable.

(yyy)             “Redemption Default” has the meaning set forth in Section 2(c)(ii) of this Part I.

(zzz)               “Redemption Price” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(a)(i) of this Part I.

(aaaa)            “Reference Rate” means, with respect to the determination of the Maximum Rate and Default Rate, the
greater of (1) the applicable “AA” Composite Commercial Paper Rate (for a Dividend Period of fewer than 184 days) or
the applicable Treasury Index Rate (for a Dividend Period of 184 days or more), or (2) the applicable LIBOR.

(bbbb)            “Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time to time.

(cccc)             “Securities Depository” means The Depository Trust Company and its successors and assigns or any
successor securities depository selected by the Company that agrees to follow the procedures required to be followed
by such securities depository in connection with the MMP Shares.

(dddd)            “Sell Order” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a) of Section 1 of Part II of these terms of the
MMP Shares.

(eeee)              “Special Auction Period” means an Auction Period that is not a Standard Auction Period.

(ffff)                “Special Dividend Period” means a Dividend Period that is not a Standard Dividend Period.

(gggg)            “Specific Redemption Provisions” means, with respect to any Special Dividend Period of more than one
year, either, or any combination of (i) a period (a “Non-Call Period”) determined by the Board of Directors after
consultation with the Broker-Dealers, during which the shares subject to such Special Dividend Period are not subject
to redemption at the option of the Company pursuant to Section 3(a)(ii) and (ii) a period (a “Premium Call Period”),
consisting of a number of whole years as determined by the Board of Directors after consultation with the
Broker-Dealers, during each year of which the shares subject to such Special Dividend Period shall be redeemable at
the Company’s option pursuant to Section 3(a)(i) and/or in connection with any mandatory redemption pursuant to
Section 3(a)(ii) at a price per share equal to $25,000 plus accumulated but unpaid dividends plus a premium expressed
as a percentage or percentages of $25,000 or expressed as a formula using specified variables as determined by the
Board of Directors after consultation with the Broker-Dealers.

(hhhh)            “Standard Auction Period” means an Auction Period of ___ days.

(iiii)                  “Standard Dividend Period” means a Dividend Period of ___ days.
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(jjjj)                  “Submission Deadline” means 1:00 P.M., New York City time, on any Auction Date or such other time
on such date as shall be specified by the Auction Agent from time to time pursuant to the Auction Agreement as the
time by which the Broker-Dealers are required to submit Orders to the Auction Agent.  Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Auction Agent will follow the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association’s Early Market
Close Recommendations for shortened trading days for the bond markets (the “SIFMA Recommendation”) unless the
Auction Agent is instructed otherwise in writing by the Company.  In the event of a SIFMA Recommendation with
respect to an Auction Date, the Submission Deadline will be 11:30 A.M., instead of 1:00 P.M., New York City time.

(kkkk)             “Submitted Bid” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a) of Section 3 of Part II of these terms
of the MMP Shares.

(llll)                 “Submitted Hold Order” shall have the meaning specified in  paragraph (a) of Section 3 of Part II of these
terms of the MMP Shares.

(mmmm)         “Submitted Order” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a)  of  Section 3 of Part II of these
terms of the MMP Shares.

(nnnn)            “Submitted Sell Order” shall have the meaning specified in paragraph (a) of Section 3 of Part II of these
terms of the MMP Shares.

(oooo)            “Sufficient Clearing Bids” means for each series of MMP Shares, an Auction for which the number of
outstanding MMP Shares subject to Submitted Bids by Potential Beneficial Owners specifying one or more rates not
higher than the Maximum Rate is not less than the number of outstanding MMP Shares subject to Submitted Sell
Orders and of Submitted Bids by Existing Holders specifying rates higher than the Maximum Rate.

(pppp)           “Tortoise Notes” shall mean the $__________ in principal amount of the Company’s currently outstanding
Auction Rate Senior Notes Series A, B, C, D and E and any additional series of such notes which may be issued from
time to time by the Company.

(qqqq)           “Treasury Index Rate” means the average yield to maturity for actively traded marketable U.S. Treasury
fixed interest rate securities having the same number of 30-day periods to maturity as the length of the applicable
Dividend Period, determined, to the extent necessary, by linear interpolation based upon the yield for such securities
having the next shorter and next longer number of  30-day periods to maturity treating all Dividend Periods with a
length greater than the longest maturity for such securities as having a length equal to such longest maturity, in all
cases based upon data set forth in the most recent weekly statistical release published by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System (currently in H.15(519)); provided, however, if the most recent such statistical release
shall not have been published during the 15 days preceding the date of computation, the foregoing computations shall
be based upon the average of comparable data as quoted to the Company by at least three recognized dealers in U.S.
Government securities selected by the Company.

(rrrr)             “Valuation Date” has the meaning set forth in the Rating Agency Guidelines.

(ssss)          “Winning Bid Rate” means for the MMP Shares of a series, the lowest rate specified in any Submitted Bid
of the MMP Shares, which if selected by the Auction Agent as the Applicable Rate would cause the number of MMP
Shares of such series that are the subject of Submitted Bids specifying a rate not greater than such rate to be not less
than the number of Available MMP Shares.
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18.           Interpretation.  References to sections, subsections, clauses, sub-clauses, paragraphs and subparagraphs are
to such sections, subsections, clauses, sub-clauses, paragraphs and subparagraphs contained in this Part I or Part II
hereof, as the case may be, unless specifically identified otherwise.

PART II:  AUCTION PROCEDURES

1.           Orders by Existing Holders and Potential Beneficial Owners.  (a) Prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline for
each series of MMP Shares on each Auction Date:

(i)           each Existing Holder may submit to a Broker-Dealer, in writing or by such other method as shall be
reasonably acceptable to such Broker-Dealer, one or more Orders as to:

(A)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series held by the Existing Holder which the Existing Holder
commits to continue to hold for the next succeeding Auction Period without regard to the Applicable Rate for such
Auction Period;

(B)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series held by the Existing Holder which the Existing Holder
commits to continue to hold for the next succeeding Auction Period if the Applicable Rate for MMP Shares for the
next succeeding Auction Period is not less than the rate per annum specified in such Order (and if the Auction Rate is
less than such specified rate, the effect of the Order shall be as set forth in paragraph (b)(i)(A) of this Section); and/or

(C)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series held by the Existing Holder which the Existing Holder
offers to sell on the first Business Day of the next succeeding Auction Period without regard to the Applicable Rate
for MMP Shares for the next succeeding Auction Period; and

(ii)           each Potential Beneficial Owner may submit to a Broker-Dealer, in writing or by such other method as shall
be reasonably acceptable to such Broker-Dealer, an Order as to the number of outstanding MMP Shares of a series
which each such Potential Beneficial Owner offers to purchase if the Applicable Rate for the MMP Shares of a series
for the next succeeding Dividend Period is not less than the rate per annum then specified by such Potential Beneficial
Owner.

        For the purposes of the Auction Procedures, an Order containing the information referred to in clause (i)(A) of
this paragraph (a) is referred to as a “Hold Order,” an Order containing the information referred to in clause (i)(B) or
(ii) of this paragraph (a) is referred to as a “Bid,” and an Order containing the information referred to in clause (i)(C) of
this paragraph (a) is referred to as a “Sell Order.”  No Auction Desk of a Broker-Dealer shall accept as an Order a
submission (whether received from an Existing Holder or a Potential Beneficial Owner or generated by the
Broker-Dealer for its own account) which does not conform to the requirements of the Auction Procedures, including,
but not limited to, submissions which are not in Authorized Denominations, specify a rate which contains more than
three figures to the right of the decimal point or specify an amount greater than the number of outstanding MMP
Shares.  No Auction Desk of a Broker-Dealer shall accept a Bid or Sell Order which is conditioned on being filled in
whole or a Bid which does not specify a specific dividend rate.
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(b)           (i)           A Bid by an Existing Holder shall constitute an offer to sell on the first Business Day of the next
succeeding Auction Period:

(A)           the number of outstanding Series __ MMP Shares specified in the Bid if the Applicable Rate for the next
succeeding Auction Period shall be less than the rate specified in such Bid; or

(B)           the number or a lesser number of outstanding Series __ MMP Shares to be determined as described in
clause (v) of paragraph (a) of Section 5 of this Part II if the Applicable Rate for the next succeeding Auction Period
shall be equal to such specified rate; or

(C)           a lesser number of outstanding Series __ MMP Shares to be determined as described in clause (iv) of
paragraph (b) of Section 5 of this Part II if the rate specified therein shall be higher than the Maximum Rate for shares
of the series and Sufficient Clearing Bids for shares of the series do not exist.

(ii)           A Sell Order by an Existing Holder shall constitute an offer to sell:

(A)           the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series specified in the Sell Order; or

(B)           the number or a lesser number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series as set forth in clause (iv) of
paragraph (b) of Section 5 of this Part II if Sufficient Clearing Bids for MMP Shares of the series do not exist;

(iii)           A Bid by a Potential Holder of MMP Shares shall constitute an offer to purchase:

(A)           the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series specified in the Bid if the Applicable Rate for the next
succeeding Auction Period shall be higher than the rate specified therein; or

(B)           the number or a lesser number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series as set forth in clause (vi) of
paragraph (a) of Section 5 of this Part II if the Applicable Rate for the MMP Shares determined on the Auction Date
shall be equal to the rate specified therein.

(C)           Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding:

(1)           if an Order or Orders covering all of the MMP Shares of a particular series held by any Existing Holder is
not submitted to the Broker-Dealer prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline, such Broker-Dealer shall deem a Hold Order
to have been submitted on behalf of the Existing Holder covering the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series
held by the Existing Holder and not subject to Orders submitted to the Auction Agent; provided, however, that if there
is a conversion from one Auction Period to a longer Auction Period and Orders have not been submitted to such
Broker-Dealer prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline covering the number of outstanding MMP Shares of a particular
series to be converted held by such Existing Holder, such Broker-Dealer shall deem a Sell Order to have been
submitted on behalf of the Existing Holder covering the
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number of MMP Shares to be converted held by the Existing Holder and not subject to Orders submitted to the
Broker-Dealer;

(2)           for purposes of any Auction, any Order by an Existing Holder or Potential Holder shall be revocable until
the Broker-Dealer Deadline, and after the Broker-Dealer Deadline all such Orders shall be irrevocable except as
provided in Section 2(e)(ii) and 2(f); and

(3)           for purposes of any Auction, any MMP Shares sold or purchased pursuant to clauses (i), (ii) or (iii) of
paragraph (b) of this Section 1 shall be sold or purchased at a price equal to 100% of the liquidation preference
thereof.

2.           Submission of Orders by Broker-Dealers to Auction Agent.  (a) Each Broker-Dealer shall submit to the
Auction Agent in writing, or by such other electronic means, as shall be reasonably acceptable to the Auction Agent,
prior to the Submission Deadline on each Auction Date for MMP Shares of a series, all Orders with respect to MMP
shares of such series accepted by such Broker-Dealer in accordance with Section 1 above and specifying with respect
to each Order or aggregation of Orders pursuant to paragraph (b) of this Section 2:

(i)           the name of the Broker-Dealer;

(ii)           the number of Bidders placing Orders if requested by the Auction Agent;

(iii)           the aggregate number of MMP Shares of the series, if any, that are the subject of the Order;

(iv)           to the extent that the Bidder is an Existing Holder of MMP Shares of the series:

(A)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series subject to any Hold Order placed by the Existing Holder;

(B)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series subject to any Bid placed by the Existing Holder and the
rate specified in the Bid; and

(C)           the number of MMP Shares, if any, of the series subject to any Sell Order placed by the Existing Holder;
and

                (v)           to the extent the Bidder is a Potential Holder of MMP Shares of the series, the rate specified in
such Bid.

(b)           If more than one Bid is submitted to a Broker-Dealer on behalf of any single Potential Beneficial Owner, the
Broker-Dealer shall aggregate each Bid submitted on behalf of such Potential Beneficial Owner with the same rate
and consider such Bids as a single Bid and shall consider each Bid submitted with a different rate a separate Bid with
the rate and the number of MMP Shares of the series specified therein.

A Broker-Dealer may aggregate the Orders of different Potential Beneficial Owners with those of other Potential
Beneficial Owners on whose behalf the Broker-Dealer is submitting Orders and may aggregate the Orders of different
Existing Holders with other Existing Holders on whose behalf the
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Broker-Dealer is submitting Orders; provided, however, Bids may only be aggregated if the dividend rates on the Bids
are the same.

(c)           None of the Company or the Auction Agent shall be responsible for the failure of any Broker-Dealer to
submit an Order to the Auction Agent on behalf of any Beneficial Owner, Potential Beneficial Owner, Existing Holder
or Potential Holder.

(d)           Nothing contained herein shall preclude a Broker-Dealer from placing an Order for some or all of the MMP
Shares of a series for its own account.

(e)           Until the Submission Deadline, a Broker-Dealer may withdraw or modify any Order previously submitted to
the Auction Agent (i) for any reason if the Order was generated by the Auction Desk of the Broker-Dealer for the
account of the Broker-Dealer or (ii) to correct a Clerical Error on the part of the Broker-Dealer in the case of any other
Order, including Orders from the Broker-Dealer which were not originated by the Auction Desk.

(f)           After the Submission Deadline, and prior to the Error Correction Deadline, a Broker-Dealer may:

(i)           submit to the Auction Agent an Order received from an Existing Holder, Potential Beneficial Owner or a
Broker-Dealer which is not generated by the Auction Desk, in each case prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline, or an
Order generated by the Broker-Dealer’s Auction Desk for its own account prior to the Submission Deadline (provided
that in each case the Broker-Dealer has a record of such Order and the time when such Order was received or
generated) and not submitted to the Auction Agent prior to the Submission Deadline as a result of (A) an event of
force majeure or a technological failure which made delivery prior to the Submission Deadline impossible or, under
the conditions then prevailing, impracticable or (B) a clerical error on the part of the Broker-Dealer; or

(ii)           modify or withdraw an Order received from an Existing Holder or a Potential Beneficial Owner or generated
by the Broker-Dealer (whether generated by the Broker-Dealer’s Auction Desk or elsewhere within the Broker-Dealer)
for its own account and submitted to the Auction Agent prior to the Submission Deadline or pursuant to clause (i)
above, if the Broker-Dealer determines that such Order contained a Clerical Error on the part of the Broker-Dealer.

In the event a Broker-Dealer makes a submission, modification or withdrawal pursuant to this Section 2(f) and the
Auction Agent has already run the Auction, the Auction Agent shall rerun the Auction, taking into account such
submission, modification or withdrawal.  Each submission, modification or withdrawal of an Order submitted
pursuant to this Section 2(f) by a Broker-Dealer after the Submission Deadline and prior to the Error Correction
Deadline shall constitute a representation by the Broker-Dealer that (A) in the case of a newly submitted Order or
portion thereof or revised Order, the failure to submit such Order prior to the Submission Deadline resulted from an
event described in clause (i) above and such Order was received from an Existing Holder or Potential Beneficial
Owner or is an Order received from the Broker-Dealer that was not originated by the Auction Desk, in each case, prior
to the Broker-Dealer Deadline, or generated internally by such Broker-Dealer’s Auction Desk for its own account prior
to the Submission Deadline or (B) in the case of a modified or withdrawn Order, such Order was received from an
Existing Holder, a Potential Beneficial Owner or the Broker-Dealer which was not originated by the Auction Desk
prior to the Broker-Dealer Deadline, or generated internally by such Broker-Dealer’s Auction Desk for its own account
prior to the Submission Deadline and such Order as submitted to the Auction Agent contained a Clerical Error on the
part of the Broker-Dealer and that such Order has been modified or withdrawn solely to effect a correction of such
Clerical Error, and in the case
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of either (A) or (B), as applicable, the Broker-Dealer has a record of such Order and the time when such Order was
received or generated.  The Auction Agent shall be entitled to rely conclusively (and shall have no liability for
relying) on such representation for any and all purposes of the Auction Procedures.

(g)           If after the Auction Agent announces the results of an Auction, a Broker-Dealer becomes aware that an error
was made by the Auction Agent, the Broker-Dealer shall communicate such awareness to the Auction Agent prior to
5:00 p.m. New York City time on the Auction Date.  If the Auction Agent determines there has been such an error (as
a result of either a communication from a Broker-Dealer or its own discovery) prior to 3:00 p.m., New York City time
on the first day of the Auction Period with respect to which such Auction was conducted, the Auction Agent shall
correct the error and notify each Broker-Dealer that submitted Bids or held a position in the MMP Shares subject to
such Auction of the corrected results.

(h)           Nothing contained herein shall preclude the Auction Agent from:

(i)           advising a Broker-Dealer prior to the Submission Deadline that it has not received Sufficient Clearing Bids
for MMP Shares of the series, provided, however, that if the Auction Agent so advises any Broker-Dealer, it shall so
advise all Broker-Dealers; or

(ii)           verifying the Orders of a Broker-Dealer prior to the Submission Deadline, provided, however, that if the
Auction Agent verifies the Orders of any Broker-Dealer, it shall verify the Orders of all Broker-Dealers requesting
such verification.

3.           Treatment of Orders by the Auction Agent.  Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding:

(a)           If the Auction Agent receives an Order which does not conform to the requirements of the Auction
Procedures, the Auction Agent may contact the Broker-Dealer submitting such Order until one hour after the
Submission Deadline and inform such Broker-Dealer that it may resubmit such Order so that it conforms to the
requirements of the Auction Procedures.  Upon being so informed, such Broker-Dealer may correct and resubmit to
the Auction Agent any such Order that, solely as a result of a Clerical Error on the part of such Broker-Dealer, did not
conform to the requirements of the Auction Procedures when previously submitted to the Auction Agent.  Any such
resubmission by a Broker-Dealer shall constitute a representation by such Broker-Dealer that the failure of such Order
to have so conformed was solely as a result of a Clerical Error on the part of such Broker-Dealer.  If the Auction
Agent has not received a corrected conforming Order within one hour and fifteen minutes of the Submission Deadline,
the Auction Agent shall, if and to the extent applicable, adjust or apply such Order, as the case may be, in conformity
with the provisions of subsections (b), (c) or (d) of this Section 3 and, if the Auction Agent is unable to so adjust or
apply such Order, the Auction Agent shall reject such Order.

(b)           If any rate specified in any Bid contains more than three figures to the right of the decimal point, the
Auction Agent shall round the rate up to the next highest one thousandth of one percent (0.001%).

(c)           If one or more Orders covering in the aggregate more than the number of outstanding MMP Shares of a
particular series are submitted by a Broker-Dealer to the Auction Agent, such Orders shall be considered valid in the
following order of priority:

(i)           all Hold Orders for MMP Shares of a series shall be considered Hold Orders, but only up to and including in
the aggregate the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer
of record;
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(ii)           (A)           any Bid of a Broker-Dealer shall be considered valid as a Bid of an Existing Holder up to and
including the excess of the number of outstanding MMP Shares of such series for which such Broker-Dealer is the
Broker-Dealer of record over the number of MMP Shares of such series subject to any Hold Orders referred to in
clause (i) above;

(B)           subject to subclause (A), all Bids of a Broker-Dealer with the same rate shall be aggregated and considered
a single Bid of an Existing Holder up to and including the excess of the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the
series for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker Dealer of record over the number of MMP Shares of such series for
which the Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of record subject to any Hold Orders referred to in clause (i) above;

(C)           subject to subclause (A), if more than one Bid with different rates is submitted by a Broker-Dealer, such
Bids shall be considered Bids of an Existing Holder in the ascending order of their respective rates up to the amount of
excess of the number of outstanding MMP Shares of the series for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of
record over the number of MMP Shares of such Series for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of record
subject to any Hold Orders referred to in clause (i) above;

(D)           the number, if any, of outstanding MMP Shares of the series subject to Bids not considered to be Bids for
which the Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of record under this clause (ii) shall be treated as the subject of a Bid for
MMP Shares of the series by a Potential Beneficial Owner; and

(iii)           all Sell Orders shall be considered Sell Orders, but only up to and including a number of MMP Shares of
such series equal to the excess of the number of outstanding MMP Shares of such series for which such Broker-Dealer
is the Broker-Dealer of record over the sum of the number of MMP Shares of such series subject to Hold Orders
referred to in clause (i) above and the number of MMP Shares of such series considered to be subject to Bids for
which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of record pursuant to clause (ii) above.

(d)           If any Order is for other than an integral number of MMP Shares, then the Auction Agent shall round the
number down to the nearest number of whole MMP Shares, and the Auction Agent shall conduct the Auction
Procedures as if such Order had been submitted in such number of MMP Shares.

(e)           If the Auction Agent has been notified by the Company that any portion of an Order by a Broker-Dealer
relates to an MMP Share that has been called for redemption on or prior to the Dividend Payment Date next
succeeding such Auction, the Order shall be invalid with respect to such portion and the Auction Agent shall conduct
the Auction Procedures as if such portion of such Order had not been submitted.

(f)           No MMP Share which the Auction Agent has been notified by the Company has been called for redemption
on or prior to the Dividend Payment Date next succeeding such Auction shall be included in the calculation of
Available MMP Shares for such Auction.

(g)           If an Order or Orders covering all of the MMP Shares of a particular series is not submitted by a
Broker-Dealer of record prior to the Submission Deadline, the Auction Agent shall deem a Hold Order to have been
submitted on behalf of such Broker-Dealer covering the number of MMP Shares for which such Broker-Dealer is the
Broker-Dealer of record and not subject to Orders submitted to the Auction Agent; provided, however, that if there is
a conversion from one Auction Period to a longer
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Auction Period and Orders have not been submitted by such Broker-Dealer prior to the Submission Deadline covering
the number of MMP Shares of a particular series to be converted for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer
of record, the Auction Agent shall deem a Sell Order to have been submitted on behalf of such Broker-Dealer
covering the number of MMP Shares to be converted for which such Broker-Dealer is the Broker-Dealer of record not
subject to Orders submitted by such Broker-Dealer.

4.           Determination of Applicable Rate.  (a) If requested by a Broker-Dealer, not later than 10:30 a.m., New York
City time (or such other time as may be agreed to by the Auction Agent and all Broker-Dealers), on each Auction
Date for each series of MMP Shares, the Auction Agent shall advise such Broker-Dealer of the All Hold Rate.  Such
advice, and confirmation, shall be made by telephone or other electronic means acceptable to the Auction Agent.

(b)           Promptly after the Submission Deadline for the MMP Shares of a series on each Auction Date, the Auction
Agent shall assemble all Orders submitted or deemed submitted to it by the Broker-Dealers (each such Order as
submitted or deemed submitted by a Broker-Dealer being hereinafter referred to as a “Submitted Hold Order,” a
“Submitted Bid” or a “Submitted Sell Order,” as the case may be, and collectively as a “Submitted Order”) and shall
determine (i) the Available MMP Shares, (ii) whether there are Sufficient Clearing Bids, and (iii) the Applicable Rate.

(c)           In the event the Auction Agent shall fail to calculate or, for any reason, fails to provide the Applicable Rate
on the Auction Date, for any Auction Period (i) if the preceding Auction Period was a period of 35 days or less, (A) a
new Auction Period shall be established for the same length of time as the preceding Auction Period, if the failure to
make such calculation was because there was not at the time a duly appointed and acting Auction Agent or
Broker-Dealer, and the Applicable Rate for the new Auction Period shall be the percentage of the Index set forth in
Section 4(f) below if the Index is ascertainable on such date (by the Auction Agent, if there is at the time an Auction
Agent, or the Company, if at the time there is no Auction Agent) or, (B) if the failure to make such calculation was for
any other reason or if the Index is not ascertainable on such date, the prior Auction Period shall be extended to the
seventh day following the day that would have been the last day of the preceding Auction Period (or if such seventh
day is not followed by a Business Day then to the next succeeding day that is followed by  a Business Day) and the
Applicable Rate for the period as so extended shall be the same as the Applicable Rate for the Auction Period prior to
the extension, and (ii) if the preceding Auction Period was a period of greater than 35 days, (A) a new Auction Period
shall be established for a period that ends on the seventh day following the day that was the last day of the preceding
Auction Period, (or if such seventh day is not followed by a Business Day then to the next succeeding day which is
followed by a Business Day) if the failure to make such calculation was because there was not at the time a duly
appointed and acting Auction Agent or Broker-Dealer, and the Applicable Rate for the new Auction Period shall be
the percentage of the Index set forth in Section 4(f) below if the Index is ascertainable on  such date (by the Auction
Agent, if there is at the time an Auction Agent, or the Company, if at the time there is no Auction Agent) or, (B) if the
failure to make such calculation was for any other reason or if the Index is not ascertainable on such date, the prior
Auction Period shall be extended to the seventh day following the day that would have been the last day of the
preceding Auction Period (or if such seventh day is not followed by a Business Day then to the next succeeding day
that is followed by a Business Day) and the Applicable Rate for the period as so extended shall be the same as the
Applicable Rate for the Auction Period prior to the extension.  In the event a new Auction Period is established as set
forth in clause (ii) (A) above, an Auction shall be held on the last Business Day of the new Auction Period to
determine an Applicable Rate for an Auction Period beginning on the Business Day immediately following the last
day of the new Auction Period and ending on the date on which the Auction Period otherwise would have ended had
there been no new Auction Period or Auction Periods subsequent to the last Auction Period for which a Winning Bid
Rate had been determined.  In the event an Auction Period is
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extended as set forth in clause (i) (B) or (ii) (B) above, an Auction shall be held on the last Business Day of the
Auction Period as so extended to determine an Applicable Rate for an Auction Period beginning on the Business Day
immediately following the last day of the extended Auction Period and ending on the date on which the Auction
Period otherwise would have ended had there been no extension of the prior Auction Period.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, neither new nor extended Auction Periods shall total more than 35 days in the
aggregate.  If at the end of the 35 days the Auction Agent fails to calculate or provide the Applicable Rate, or there is
not at the time a duly appointed and acting Auction Agent or Broker-Dealer, the Applicable Rate shall be the
Maximum Rate.

(d)           In the event of a failed conversion from an Auction Period to any other period or in the event of a failure to
change the length of the current Auction Period due to the lack of Sufficient Clearing Bids at the Auction on the
Auction Date for the first new Auction Period, the Applicable Rate for the next Auction Period shall be the Maximum
Rate and the Auction Period shall be a seven-day Auction Period.

(e)           If the MMP Shares are no longer maintained in book-entry-only form by the Securities Depository, then the
Auctions shall cease and the Applicable Rate shall be the Maximum Rate.

(f)           The percentage of the Index in Section 4(c) is ___%.

(g)           Promptly after the Auction Agent has made such determination, it shall advise the Company of the
Applicable Rate for the next succeeding Dividend Period.

5.           Allocation of Shares.  (a) In the event of Sufficient Clearing Bids for the MMP Shares of a series subject to
the further provisions of paragraphs (c) and (d) of this Section 5.  Submitted Orders for shares of the series shall be
accepted or rejected as follows in the following order of priority:

(i)           the Submitted Hold Order of each Existing Holder shall be accepted, thus requiring each such Existing
Holder to continue to hold the MMP Shares that are the subject of such Submitted Hold Order;

(ii)           the Submitted Sell Order of each Existing Holder shall be accepted and the Submitted Bids of each Existing
Holder specifying any rate that is higher than the Winning Bid Rate shall be rejected, thus requiring each Existing
Holder to sell the MMP Shares that are the subject of such Submitted Sell Order or Submitted Bid;

(iii)           the Submitted Bid of each Existing Holder specifying any rate that is lower than the Winning Bid Rate shall
be accepted, thus requiring each such Existing Holder to continue to hold the MMP Shares that are the subject of the
Submitted Bid;

(iv)           the Submitted Bid of each Potential Holder specifying any rate that is lower than the Winning Bid Rate for
shares of the series shall be accepted, thus requiring each such Potential Holder to purchase the MMP Shares that are
the subject of the Submitted Bid;

(v)           the Submitted Bid of each Existing Holder specifying a rate that is equal to the Winning Bid Rate shall be
accepted, thus requiring each such Existing Holder to continue to hold the MMP Shares of the series that are the
subject of the Submitted Bid, but only up to and including the number of MMP Shares of such series obtained by
multiplying (A) the aggregate number of Outstanding MMP Shares which are not the subject of Submitted Hold
Orders described in clause (i) of this paragraph (a) or of Submitted Bids described in clauses (iii) and (iv)
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of this paragraph (a) by (B) a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the principal amount of Outstanding MMP
Shares held by such Existing Holder subject to such Submitted Bid and the denominator of which shall be the
aggregate number of MMP Shares subject to such Submitted Bids made by all such Existing Holders that specified a
rate equal to the Winning Bid Rate, and the remainder, if any, of such Submitted Bid shall be rejected, thus requiring
each such Existing Holder to sell any excess amount of MMP Shares;

(vi)           the Submitted Bid of each Potential Holder specifying a rate that is equal to the Winning Bid Rate shall be
accepted, thus requiring each such Potential Holder to purchase the MMP Shares of the series that are the subject of
such Submitted Bid, but only in an amount equal to the number of MMP Shares of such series obtained by multiplying
(A) the aggregate number of Outstanding MMP Shares which are not the subject of Submitted Hold Orders described
in clause (i) of this paragraph (a) or of Submitted Bids described in clauses (iii), (iv) or (v) of this paragraph (a) by
(B) a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the Outstanding MMP Shares subject to such Submitted Bid and the
denominator of which shall be the sum of the aggregate number of MMP Shares subject to such Submitted Bids made
by all such Potential Holders that specified a rate equal to the Winning Bid Rate, and the remainder of such Submitted
Bid shall be rejected; and

(vii)           the Submitted Bid of each Potential Holder specifying any rate that is higher than the Winning Bid Rate
shall be rejected.

(b)           In the event there are not Sufficient Clearing Bids for the MMP Shares of a series, Submitted Orders for the
MMP Shares of the series shall be accepted or rejected as follows in the following order of priority:

(i)           the Submitted Hold Order of each Existing Holder shall be accepted, thus requiring each such Existing
Holder to continue to hold the MMP Shares that are the subject of such Submitted Hold Order;

(ii)           the Submitted Bid of each Existing Holder specifying any rate that is not higher than the Maximum Rate
shall be accepted, thus requiring each such Existing Holder to continue to hold the MMP Shares that are the subject of
such Submitted Bid;

(iii)           the Submitted Bids specifying any rate that is not higher than the Maximum Rate for the MMP Shares shall
be accepted, thus requiring each such Potential Holder to purchase the MMP Shares that are the subject of such
Submitted Bid; and

(iv)           the Submitted Sell Orders of each Existing Holder shall be accepted as Submitted Sell Orders and the
Submitted Bids of each Existing Holder specifying any rate that is higher than the Maximum Rate shall be deemed to
be and shall be accepted as Submitted Sell Orders, in both cases only up to and including the number of MMP Shares
of such series obtained by multiplying (A) the number of MMP Shares subject to Submitted Bids described in
clause (iii) of this paragraph (b) by (B) a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the Outstanding MMP Shares held
by such Existing Holder subject to such Submitted Sell Order or such Submitted Bid deemed to be a Submitted Sell
Order and the denominator of which shall be the aggregate number of Outstanding MMP Shares subject to all such
Submitted Sell Orders and such Submitted Bids deemed to be Submitted Sell Orders, and the remainder of each such
Submitted Sell Order or Submitted Bid shall be deemed to be and shall be accepted as a Hold Order and each such
Existing Holder shall be required to continue to hold such excess amount of MMP Shares; and
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(v)           the Submitted Bid of each Potential Holder specifying any rate that is higher than the Maximum Rate shall
be rejected.

(c)           If, as a result of the undertakings described in Section 5(a) or (b) above, any Existing Holder or Potential
Holder would be required to purchase or sell an aggregate number of MMP Shares that is not an integral multiple of
$25,000 on any Auction Date, the Auction Agent shall by lot, in such manner as it shall determine in its sole
discretion, round up or down the number of MMP Shares to be purchased or sold by any Existing Holder or Potential
Holder on such Auction Date so that the number of MMP Shares purchased or sold by each Existing Holder or
Potential Holder on such Auction Date shall be an integral multiple of $25,000, even if such allocation results in one
or more of such Existing Holder or Potential Holder not purchasing or selling any MMP Shares on such Auction Date.

(d)           If, as a result of the undertakings described in Section 5(a) above, any Potential Holder would be required to
purchase less than $25,000 or an integral multiple thereof of MMP Shares on any Auction Date, the Auction Agent
shall by lot, in such manner as it shall determine in its sole discretion, allocate the MMP Shares for purchase among
Potential Holders so that the number of MMP Shares purchased on such Auction Date by any Potential Holder shall
be an integral multiple of $25,000, even if such allocation results in one or more of such Potential Holders not
purchasing the MMP Shares on such Auction Date.

6.           Notice of Applicable Rate.  (a) On each Auction Date, the Auction Agent shall notify each Broker-Dealer that
participated in the Auction held on such Auction Date by electronic means acceptable to the Auction Agent and the
applicable Broker-Dealer of the following, with respect to the MMP Shares of a series for which an Auction was held
on such Auction Date:

(i)           the Applicable Rate determined on such Auction Date for the succeeding Auction Period;

(ii)           whether Sufficient Clearing Bids existed for the determination of the Winning Bid Rate;

(iii)           if such Broker-Dealer submitted a Bid or a Sell Order on behalf of an Existing Holder, whether such Bid or
Sell Order was accepted or rejected and the number of MMP Shares of a series, if any, to be sold by such Existing
Holder;

(iv)           if such Broker-Dealer submitted a Bid on behalf of a Potential Holder, whether such Bid was accepted or
rejected and the number of MMP Shares of a series, if any, to be purchased by such Potential Holder;

(v)           if the aggregate number of MMP Shares of a series to be sold by all Existing Holders on whose behalf such
Broker-Dealer submitted Bids or Sell Orders is different from the aggregate number of MMP Shares of such series to
be purchased by all Potential Holders on whose behalf such Broker-Dealer submitted a Bid, the name or names of one
or more Broker-Dealers (and the Agent Member, if any, of each such other Broker-Dealer) and the number of MMP
Shares of such series to be (A) purchased from one or more Existing Holders on whose behalf such other
Broker-Dealers submitted Bids or Sell Orders or (B) sold to one or more Potential Holders on whose behalf such
Broker-Dealer submitted Bids;

(vi)           the amount of dividends payable per share on each Dividend Payment Date with respect to such Auction
Period; and

(vii)           the immediately succeeding Auction Date.
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(b)           On each Auction Date, with respect to each series of MMP Shares for which an Auction was held on such
Auction Date, each Broker-Dealer that submitted an Order on behalf of any Existing Holder or Potential Holder
shall:  (i) if requested by an Existing Holder or Potential Holder advise such Existing Holder or Potential Holder on
whose behalf such Broker-Dealer submitted an Order as to (A) the Applicable Rate determined on such Auction Date,
(B) whether any Bid or Sell Order submitted on behalf of each such Owner was accepted or rejected and (C) the
immediately succeeding Auction Date; (ii) instruct each Potential Holder on whose behalf such Broker-Dealer
submitted a Bid that was accepted, in whole or in part, to instruct such Potential Holder’s Agent Member to pay to such
Broker-Dealer (or its Agent Member) through the Securities Depository the amount necessary to purchase the number
of MMP Shares of such series to be purchased pursuant to such Bid against receipt of such shares; and (iii) instruct
each Existing Holder on whose behalf such Broker-Dealer submitted a Sell Order that was accepted or a Bid that was
rejected in whole or in part, to instruct such Existing Holder’s Agent Member to deliver to such Broker-Dealer (or its
Agent Member) through the Securities Depository the number of MMP Shares of the series to be sold pursuant to such
Bid or Sell Order against payment therefor.

(c)           The Auction Agent shall give notice of the Auction Rate to the Company by mutually acceptable electronic
means and the Company shall promptly give notice of such Auction Rate to the Securities Depository.

7.           Miscellaneous Provisions Regarding Auctions.

(a)           If the Securities Depository notifies the Company that it is unwilling or unable to continue as registered
owner of the MMP Shares or if at any time the Securities Depository shall no longer be registered or in good standing
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or other applicable statute or regulation and a successor to
the Securities Depository is not appointed by the Company within 90 days after the Company receives notice or
becomes aware of such condition, as the case may be, the Auctions shall cease and the Company shall execute and the
Transfer Agent shall authenticate and deliver certificates representing the MMP Shares.  Such MMP Shares shall be
registered in such names and Authorized Denominations as the Securities Depository, pursuant to instructions from
the Agent Members or otherwise, shall instruct the Company and the Transfer Agent.

(b)           During an Auction Period, so long as the ownership of the MMP Shares is maintained in book-entry form by
the Securities Depository, an Existing Holder or a Beneficial Owner may sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of an
MMP Share only pursuant to a Bid or Sell Order in accordance with the Auction Procedures or to or through a
Broker-Dealer, provided that (i) in the case of all transfers other than pursuant to Auctions, such Existing Holder or its
Broker-Dealer or its Agent Member advises the Auction Agent of such transfer and (ii) a sale, transfer or other
disposition of MMP Shares from a customer of a Broker-Dealer who is listed on the records of that Broker-Dealer as
the holder of such MMP Shares to that Broker-Dealer or another customer of that Broker-Dealer shall not be deemed
to be a sale, transfer or other disposition for purposes of this paragraph if such Broker-Dealer remains the Existing
Holder of the MMP Shares so sold, transferred or disposed of immediately after such sale, transfer or disposition.

8.           Changes in Auction Period or Auction Date.

(a)           Changes in Auction Period.  (i) During any Auction Period, the Company, may, from time to time on the
Dividend Payment Date immediately following the end of any Auction Period, change the length of the Auction
Period with respect to all of the MMP Shares of a series in order to accommodate economic and financial factors that
may affect or be relevant to the length of the Auction Period and the rate of MMP Shares of such series.  The
Company shall initiate the change in the length of the Auction Period by giving written notice to the Auction Agent,
the Broker-Dealers and the Securities
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Depository that the Auction Period shall change if the conditions described herein are satisfied and the proposed
effective date of the change, at least 10 Business Days prior to the Auction Date for such Auction Period.

(ii)           Any such changed Auction Period shall be for a period of one day, seven-days, 28-days, 35-days, three
months, six months and shall be for all of the shares of a series of MMP Shares in an Auction Period.

(iii)           The change in length of the Auction Period shall take effect only if Sufficient Clearing Bids exist at the
Auction on the Auction Date for such new Auction Period.  For purposes of the Auction for such new Auction Period
only, except to the extent any Existing Holder submits an Order with respect to such MMP Shares of any series each
Existing Holder shall be deemed to have submitted Sell Orders with respect to all of its MMP Shares of such series if
the change is to a longer Auction Period and a Hold Order if the change is to a shorter Auction Period.  If there are not
Sufficient Clearing Bids for the first Auction Period, the Auction Rate for the new Auction Period shall be the
Maximum Rate, and the Auction Period shall be a seven-day Auction Period.

(b)           Changes in Auction Date.  During any Auction Period, the Auction Agent, at the direction of the Company,
may specify an earlier or later Auction Date (but in no event more than five Business Days earlier or later) than the
Auction Date that would otherwise be determined in accordance with the definition of “Auction Date” in order to
conform with then current market practice with respect to similar securities or to accommodate economic and
financial factors that may affect or be relevant to the day of the week constituting an Auction Date and the rate of the
shares of the series of MMP Shares.  The Auction Agent shall provide notice of the Company’s direction to specify an
earlier Auction Date for an Auction Period by means of a written notice delivered at least 45 days prior to the
proposed changed Auction Date to the Company and the Broker-Dealers with a copy to the Securities Depository.  In
the event the Auction Agent is instructed to specify an earlier or later Auction Date, the days of the week on which an
Auction Period begins and ends and the Dividend Payment Dates shall be adjusted accordingly.

(c)           Changes Resulting from Unscheduled Holidays.  If, in the opinion of the Auction Agent and the
Broker-Dealers, there is insufficient notice of an unscheduled holiday to allow the efficient implementation of the
Auction Procedures set forth herein, the Auction Agent and the Broker-Dealers may, as they deem appropriate, and
after providing notice to the Company, set a different Auction Date and adjust any Interest Payment Dates and
Auction Periods affected by such unscheduled holiday.  In the event there is not agreement among the Broker-Dealers,
the Auction Agent shall set the different Auction Date and make such adjustments as directed by a majority of the
Broker-Dealers (based on the number of shares for which a Broker-Dealer is listed as the Broker-Dealer in the
Existing Holder registry maintained by the Auction Agent pursuant to Section 2.2 of the Auction Agreement), and, if
there is not a majority so directing, the Auction Date shall be moved to the next succeeding Business Day following
the scheduled Auction Date, and the Dividend Payment Date and the Auction Period shall be adjusted accordingly.

9.           Index.

(a)           If for any reason on any Auction Date the Index shall not be determined as provided in Part II of these terms
of the MMP Shares, the Index shall be the Index for the prior Business Day.

(b)           The determination of the Index as provided in the Articles Supplementary and Part II of these terms of the
MMP Shares shall be conclusive and binding upon the Company, the Broker-Dealers, the Auction Agent and the
holders of the MMP Shares.
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SECOND:  The Series ____ Money Market Cumulative Preferred Shares have been classified and designated by the
Board of Directors under the authority contained in the charter.

THIRD:  These Articles Supplementary have been approved by the Board of Directors in the manner and by the vote
required by law.

FOURTH:  The undersigned President of the Company acknowledges these Articles Supplementary to be the
corporate act of the Company and, as to all matters or facts required to be verified under oath, the undersigned
President acknowledges that, to the best of his knowledge, information and belief, these matters and facts are true in
all material respects and that this statement is made under the penalties for perjury.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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    IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused these Articles Supplementary to be signed in its name and on
its behalf by its President and attested to by its Secretary on this ___ day of __________, 200_.

ATTEST:

____________________________________________________
Name: Connie J. Savage
Title: Secretary

TORTOISE ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE
CORPORATION

______________________________________________
Name: David J. Schulte
Title: President
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APPENDIX C – RATING OF INVESTMENTS

MOODY’S INVESTORS SERVICE, INC.

Moody’s long-term obligation ratings are opinions of the relative credit risk of fixed-income obligations with an
original maturity of one year or more.  They address the possibility that a financial obligation will not be honored as
promised.  Such ratings reflect both the likelihood of default and any financial loss suffered in the event of default.

“Aaa”  Obligations rated Aaa are judged to be of the highest quality, with minimal credit risk.

“Aa”  Obligations rated Aa are judged to be of high quality and are subject to very low credit risk.

“A”  Obligations rated A are considered upper-medium grade and are subject to low credit risk.

“Baa”  Obligations rated Baa are subject to moderate credit risk.  They are considered medium-grade and as such may
possess certain speculative characteristics.

“Ba”  Obligations rated Ba are judged to have speculative elements and are subject to substantial credit risk.

“B”  Obligations rated B are considered speculative and are subject to high credit risk.

“Caa”  Obligations rated Caa are judged to be of poor standing and are subject to very high credit risk.

“Ca”  Obligations rated Ca are highly speculative and are likely in, or very near, default, with some prospect of recovery
of principal and interest.

“C”  Obligations rated C are the lowest rated class of bonds and are typically in default, with little prospect for recovery
of principal and interest.

Note:  Moody’s appends numerical modifiers 1, 2, and 3 to each generic rating classification from Aa through
Caa.  The modifier 1 indicates that the obligation ranks in the higher end of its generic rating category; the modifier 2
indicates a mid-range; and the modifier 3 indicates a ranking in the lower end of that generic rating category.

US Municipal and Tax-Exempt Ratings

Municipal ratings are based upon the analysis of four primary factors relating to municipal finance:  economy, debt,
finances, and administration/management strategies.  Each of the factors is evaluated individually and for its effect on
the other factors in the context of the municipality’s ability to repay its debt.

“Aaa” Issuers or issues rated Aaa demonstrate the strongest creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or
tax-exempt issuers or issues.

“Aa” Issuers or issues rated Aa demonstrate very strong creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt
issuers or issues.

“A”  Issuers or issues rated A present above average creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt
issuers or issues.
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“Baa”  Issuers or issues rated Baa represent average creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt
issuers or issues.

“Ba”  Issuers or issues rated Ba demonstrate below-average creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or
tax-exempt issuers or issues.

“B” Issuers or issues rated B demonstrate weak creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt issuers or
issues.

“Caa”  Issuers or issues rated Caa demonstrate very weak creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt
issuers or issues.

“Ca” Issuers or issues rated Ca demonstrate extremely weak creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or
tax-exempt issuers or issues.

“C”  Issuers or issues rated C demonstrate the weakest creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt
issuers or issues.

Note:  Moody’s appends numerical modifiers 1, 2, and 3 to each generic rating category from Aa through Caa.  The
modifier 1 indicates that the issuer or obligation ranks in the higher end of its generic rating category; the modifier 2
indicates a mid-range ranking; and the modifier 3 indicates a ranking in the lower end of that generic rating category.

Description of Moody’s Highest Ratings of State and Municipal Notes and Other Short-Term Loans

Moody’s ratings for state and municipal notes and other short-term loans are designated “Moody’s Investment Grade”
(“MIG” or, for variable or floating rate obligations, “VMIG”).  Such ratings recognize the differences between short-term
credit risk and long-term risk.  Factors affecting the liquidity of the borrower and short-term cyclical elements are
critical in short-term ratings.  Symbols used will be as follows:

“MIG-1”  This designation denotes superior credit quality.  Excellent protection is afforded by established cash flows,
highly reliable liquidity support, or demonstrated broad-based access to the market for refinancing.

“MIG-2”  This designation denotes strong credit quality.  Margins of protection are ample, although not as large as in
the preceding group.

“MIG-3”  This designation denotes acceptable credit quality.  Liquidity and cash-flow protection may be narrow, and
market access for refinancing is likely to be less well-established.

“SG”  This designation denotes speculative-grade credit quality.  Debt instruments in this category may lack sufficient
margins of protection.  Demand features rated in this category may be supported by a liquidity provider that does not
have an investment grade short-term rating or may lack the structural and/or legal protections necessary to ensure the
timely payment of purchase price upon demand.

“VMIG 1”  This designation denotes superior credit quality.  Excellent protection is afforded by the superior short-term
credit strength of the liquidity provider and structural and legal protections that ensure the timely payment of purchase
price upon demand.
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“VMIG 2”  This designation denotes strong credit quality.  Good protection is afforded by the strong short-term credit
strength of the liquidity provider and structural and legal protections that ensure the timely payment of purchase price
upon demand.

“VMIG 3”  This designation denotes acceptable credit quality.  Adequate protection is afforded by the satisfactory
short-term credit strength of the liquidity provider and structural and legal protections that ensure the timely payment
of purchase price upon demand.

Description of Moody’s Short-Term Ratings

Moody’s short-term ratings are opinions of the ability of issuers to honor short-term financial obligations.  Ratings may
be assigned to issuers, short-term programs or to individual short-term debt instruments.  Such obligations generally
have an original maturity not exceeding thirteen months, unless explicitly noted.

“P-1”                      Issuers (or supporting institutions) rated Prime-1 have a superior ability to repay short-term debt
obligations.

“P-2”                      Issuers (or supporting institutions) rated Prime-2 have a strong ability to repay short-term debt
obligations.

“P-3”                      Issuers (or supporting institutions) rated Prime-3 have an acceptable ability to repay short-term
obligations.

“NP”                      Issuers (or supporting institutions) rated Not Prime do not fall within any of the Prime rating
categories.
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FITCH RATINGS

A brief description of the applicable Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”) ratings symbols and meanings (as published by
Fitch) follows:

Long-Term Credit Ratings

Investment Grade

“AAA” — Highest credit quality.  ‘AAA’ ratings denote the lowest expectation of credit risk.  They are assigned only in
case of exceptionally strong capacity for timely payment of financial commitments.  This capacity is highly unlikely
to be affected adversely by foreseeable events.

“AA” — Very high credit quality.  ‘AA’ ratings denote a very low expectation of credit risk.  They indicate very strong
capacity for timely payment of financial commitments.  This capacity is not significantly vulnerable to foreseeable
events.

“A” — High credit quality.  ‘A’ ratings denote a low expectation of credit risk.  The capacity for timely payment of financial
commitments is considered strong.  This capacity may, nevertheless, be more vulnerable to changes in circumstances
or in economic conditions than is the case for higher ratings.

“BBB” — Good credit quality.  ‘BBB’ ratings indicate that there is currently a low expectation of credit risk.  The capacity
for timely payment of financial commitments is considered adequate, but adverse changes in circumstances and in
economic conditions are more likely to impair this capacity.  This is the lowest investment-grade category.

Speculative Grade

“BB” — Speculative.  ‘BB’ ratings indicate that there is a possibility of credit risk developing, particularly as the result of
adverse economic change over time; however, business or financial alternatives may be available to allow financial
commitments to be met.  Securities rated in this category are not investment grade.

“B” — Highly speculative.  ‘B’ ratings indicate that significant credit risk is present, but a limited margin of safety
remains.  Financial commitments are currently being met; however, capacity for continued payment is contingent
upon a sustained, favorable business and economic environment.

“CCC”, “CC”, “C” — High default risk.  Default is a real possibility.  Capacity for meeting financial commitments is solely
reliant upon sustained, favorable business or economic developments.  A ‘CC’ rating indicates that default of some kind
appears probable. ‘C’ ratings signal imminent default.

“DDD”, “DD”, And “D” Default — The ratings of obligations in this category are based on their prospects for achieving partial
or full recovery in a reorganization or liquidation of the obligor.  While expected recovery values are highly
speculative and cannot be estimated with any precision, the following serve as general guidelines.  ‘DDD’ obligations
have the highest potential for recovery, around 90%-100% of outstanding amounts and accrued interest.  ‘DD’ indicates
potential recoveries in the range of 50%-90%, and ‘D’ the lowest recovery potential, i.e., below 50%.  Entities rated in
this category have defaulted on some or all of their obligations.  Entities rated ‘DDD’ have the highest prospect for
resumption of performance or continued operation with or without a formal reorganization process.  Entities rated ‘DD’
and ‘D’ are generally undergoing a formal reorganization or liquidation process; those rated ‘DD’ are likely to satisfy a
higher portion of their outstanding obligations, while entities rated ‘D’ have a poor prospect for repaying all obligations.
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Short-Term Credit Ratings

A short-term rating has a time horizon of less than 12 months for most obligations, or up to three years for U.S. public
finance securities, and thus places greater emphasis on the liquidity necessary to meet financial commitments in a
timely manner.

“F1” — Highest credit quality.  Indicates the strongest capacity for timely payment of financial commitments; may have an
added “+” to denote any exceptionally strong credit feature.

“F2” — Good credit quality.  A satisfactory capacity for timely payment of financial commitments, but the margin of
safety is not as great as in the case of the higher ratings.

“F3” — Fair credit quality.  The capacity for timely payment of financial commitments is adequate; however, near-term
adverse changes could result in a reduction to non-investment grade.

“B” — Speculative.  Minimal capacity for timely payment of financial commitments, plus vulnerability to near-term
adverse changes in financial and economic conditions.

“C” — High default risk.  Default is a real possibility.  Capacity for meeting financial commitments is solely reliant upon a
sustained, favorable business and economic environment.

“D” — Default.  Denotes actual or imminent payment default.

Notes to Long-term and Short-term ratings:

“+” or “-” may be appended to a rating to denote relative status within major rating categories.  Such suffixes are not
added to the ‘AAA’ Long-term rating category, to categories below ‘CCC’, or to Short-term ratings other than ‘F1’.

“NR” indicates that Fitch Ratings does not rate the issuer or issue in question.

“Withdrawn” —  A rating is withdrawn when Fitch Ratings deems the amount of information available to be inadequate
for rating purposes, or when an obligation matures, is called, or refinanced.

“Rating Watch” —  Ratings are placed on Rating Watch to notify investors that there is a reasonable probability of a rating
change and the likely direction of such change.  These are designated as “Positive”, indicating a potential upgrade,
“Negative”, for a potential downgrade, or “Evolving”, if ratings may be raised, lowered or maintained.  Rating Watch
typically is resolved over a relatively short period.

A Rating Outlook indicates the direction a rating is likely to move over a one to two year period.  Outlooks may be
positive, stable, or negative.  A positive or negative Rating Outlook does not imply a rating change is
inevitable.  Similarly, ratings for which outlooks are `stable’ could be downgraded before an outlook moves to positive
or negative if circumstances warrant such an action.  Occasionally, Fitch Ratings may be unable to identify the
fundamental trend.  In these cases, the Rating Outlook may be described as evolving.
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STANDARD & POOR’S CORPORATION

A brief description of the applicable Standard & Poor’s Corporation, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies
(“Standard & Poor’s” or “S&P”), rating symbols and their meanings (as published by S&P) follows:

A Standard & Poor’s issue credit rating is a current opinion of the creditworthiness of an obligor with respect to a
specific financial obligation, a specific class of financial obligations, or a specific financial program (including ratings
on medium term note programs and commercial paper programs).  It takes into consideration the creditworthiness of
guarantors, insurers, or other forms of credit enhancement on the obligation.  The issue credit rating is not a
recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold a financial obligation, inasmuch as it does not comment as to market price
or suitability for a particular investor.

Issue credit ratings are based on current information furnished by the obligors or obtained by Standard & Poor’s from
other sources it considers reliable.  Standard & Poor’s does not perform an audit in connection with any credit rating
and may, on occasion, rely on unaudited financial information.  Credit ratings may be changed, suspended, or
withdrawn as a result of changes in, or unavailability of, such information, or based on other circumstances.

Issue credit ratings can be either long-term or short-term.  Short-term ratings are generally assigned to those
obligations considered short-term in the relevant market.  In the U.S., for example, that means obligations with an
original maturity of no more than 365 days - including commercial paper.

Short-term ratings are also used to indicate the creditworthiness of an obligor with respect to put features on long-term
obligations.  The result is a dual rating, in which the short-term ratings address the put feature, in addition to the usual
long-term rating.  Medium-term notes are assigned long-term ratings.

Long-Term Issue Credit Ratings

Issue credit ratings are based in varying degrees, on the following considerations:

1.           Likelihood of payment - capacity and willingness of the obligor to meet its financial commitment on an
obligation in accordance with the terms of the obligation;

2.           Nature of and provisions of the obligation; and

3.           Protection afforded by, and relative position of, the obligation in the event of bankruptcy, reorganization, or
other arrangement under the laws of bankruptcy and other laws affecting creditors’ rights.  The issue ratings definitions
are expressed in terms of default risk.  As such, they pertain to senior obligations of an entity.  Junior obligations are
typically rated lower than senior obligations, to reflect the lower priority in bankruptcy, as noted above.

“AAA” — An obligation rated ‘AAA’ has the highest rating assigned by Standard & Poor’s.  The obligor’s capacity to meet
its financial commitment on the obligation is extremely strong.

“AA” — An obligation rated ‘AA’ differs from the highest-rated obligations only in small degree.  The obligor’s capacity to
meet its financial commitment on the obligation is very strong.

“A” — An obligation rated ‘A’ is somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances and
economic conditions than obligations in higher-rated categories.  However, the obligor’s capacity to meet its financial
commitment on the obligation is still strong.
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BBB — An obligation rated ‘BBB’ exhibits adequate protection parameters.  However, adverse economic conditions or
changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity of the obligor to meet its financial
commitment on the obligation.

BB, B, CCC, CC, AND C — Obligations rated ‘BB’, ‘B’, ‘CCC’, ‘CC’, and ‘C’ are regarded as having significant speculative
characteristics.  ‘BB’ indicates the least degree of speculation and ‘C’ the highest.  While such obligations will likely
have some quality and protective characteristics, these may be outweighed by large uncertainties or major exposures
to adverse conditions.

BB — An obligation rated ‘BB’ is less vulnerable to nonpayment than other speculative issues.  However, it faces major
ongoing uncertainties or exposure to adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, which could lead to the
obligor’s inadequate capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.

B — An obligation rated ‘B’ is more vulnerable to nonpayment than obligations rated ‘BB’, but the obligor currently has
the capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.  Adverse business, financial, or economic conditions
will likely impair the obligor’s capacity or willingness to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.

CCC — An obligation rated ‘CCC’ is currently vulnerable to nonpayment and is dependent upon favorable business,
financial, and economic conditions for the obligor to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.  In the event of
adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, the obligor is not likely to have the capacity to meet its financial
commitment on the obligation.

CC — An obligation rated ‘CC’ is currently highly vulnerable to nonpayment.

C — The ‘C’ rating may be used to cover a situation where a bankruptcy petition has been filed or similar action has been
taken, but payments on this obligation are being continued.

D — An obligation rated ‘D’ is in payment default.  The ‘D’ rating category is used when payments on an obligation are not
made on the date due even if the applicable grace period has not expired, unless Standard & Poor’s believes that such
payments will be made during such grace period.  The ‘D’ rating also will be used upon the filing of a bankruptcy
petition or the taking of a similar action if payments on an obligation are jeopardized.

“+/-” — Plus (+) or minus (-).  The ratings from ‘AA’ to ‘CCC’ may be modified by the addition of a plus or minus sign to
show relative standing within the major rating categories.

“c” — The ‘c’ subscript is used to provide additional information to investors that the bank may terminate its obligation to
purchase tendered bonds if the long-term credit rating of the issuer is below an investment-grade level and/or the
issuer’s bonds are deemed taxable.

“P” — The letter ‘p’ indicates that the rating is provisional.  A provisional rating assumes the successful completion of the
project financed by the debt being rated and indicates that payment of debt service requirements is largely or entirely
dependent upon the successful, timely completion of the project.  This rating, however, while addressing credit quality
subsequent to completion of the project, makes no comment on the likelihood of or the risk of default upon failure of
such completion.  The investor should exercise his own judgment with respect to such likelihood and risk.

“*” — Continuance of the ratings is contingent upon Standard & Poor’s receipt of an executed copy of the escrow
agreement or closing documentation confirming investments and cash flows.
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“r” — The ‘r’ highlights derivative, hybrid, and certain other obligations that Standard & Poor’s believes may experience
high volatility or high variability in expected returns as a result of noncredit risks.  Examples of such obligations are
securities with principal or interest return indexed to equities, commodities, or currencies; certain swaps and options;
and interest-only and principal-only mortgage securities.  The absence of an ‘r’ symbol should not be taken as an
indication that an obligation will exhibit no volatility or variability in total return.

N.R. — Not rated.

Debt obligations of issuers outside the United States and its territories are rated on the same basis as domestic
corporate and municipal issues.  The ratings measure the creditworthiness of the obligor but do not take into account
currency exchange and related uncertainties.

Bond Investment Quality Standards

Under present commercial bank regulations issued by the Comptroller of the Currency, bonds rated in the top four
categories (‘AAA’, ‘AA’, ‘A’, ‘BBB’, commonly known as investment-grade ratings) generally are regarded as eligible for
bank investment.  Also, the laws of various states governing legal investments impose certain rating or other standards
for obligations eligible for investment by savings banks, trust companies, insurance companies, and fiduciaries in
general.

Short-Term Issue Credit Ratings

Notes

Standard & Poor’s note ratings reflects the liquidity factors and market access risks unique to notes.  Notes due in three
years or less will likely receive a note rating.  Notes maturing beyond three years will most likely receive a long-term
debt rating.  The following criteria will be used in making that assessment:

Amortization schedule -- the larger the final maturity relative to other maturities, the more likely it will be treated as a
note; and

Source of payment -- the more dependent the issue is on the market for its refinancing, the more likely it will be
treated as a note.

Note rating symbols are as follows:

“SP-1” — Strong capacity to pay principal and interest.  An issue determined to possess a very strong capacity to pay debt
service is given a plus (+) designation.

“SP-2” — Satisfactory capacity to pay principal and interest, with some vulnerability to adverse financial and economic
changes over the term of the notes.

“SP-3” — Speculative capacity to pay principal and interest.

A note rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold a security inasmuch as it does not comment as to
market price or suitability for a particular investor.  The ratings are based on current information furnished to S&P by
the issuer or obtained by S&P from other sources it considers reliable.
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S&P does not perform an audit in connection with any rating and may, on occasion, rely on unaudited financial
information.  The ratings may be changed, suspended, or withdrawn as a result of changes in or unavailability of such
information or based on other circumstances.

Commercial Paper

An S&P commercial paper rating is a current assessment of the likelihood of timely payment of debt having an
original maturity of no more than 365 days.  Ratings are graded into several categories, ranging from ‘A-1’ for the
highest quality obligations to ‘D’ for the lowest.  These categories are as follows:

“A-1” — A short-term obligation rated ‘A-1’ is rated in the highest category by Standard & Poor’s.  The obligor’s capacity to
meet its financial commitment on the obligation is strong.  Within this category, certain obligations are designated
with a plus sign (+).  This indicates that the obligor’s capacity to meet its financial commitment on these obligations is
extremely strong.

“A-2” — A short-term obligation rated ‘A-2’ is somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in
circumstances and economic conditions than obligations in higher rating categories.  However, the obligor’s capacity
to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is satisfactory.

“A-3” — A short-term obligation rated ‘A-3’ exhibits adequate protection parameters.  However, adverse economic
conditions or changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity of the obligor to meet its
financial commitment on the obligation.

“B” — A short-term obligation rated ‘B’ is regarded as having significant speculative characteristics.  The obligor currently
has the capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation; however, it faces major ongoing uncertainties
which could lead to the obligor’s inadequate capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.

“C” — A short-term obligation rated ‘C’ is currently vulnerable to nonpayment and is dependent upon favorable business,
financial, and economic conditions for the obligor to meet its financial commitment on the obligation.

“D” — A short-term obligation rated ‘D’ is in payment default.  The ‘D’ rating category is used when payments on an
obligation are not made on the date due even if the applicable grace period has not expired, unless Standard & Poor’s
believes that such payments will be made during such grace period.  The ‘D’ rating also will be used upon the filing of a
bankruptcy petition or the taking of a similar action if payments on an obligation are jeopardized.

A commercial rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold a security inasmuch as it does not comment as
to market price or suitability for a particular investor.  The ratings are based on current information furnished to S&P
by the issuer or obtained by S&P from other sources it considers reliable.

S&P does not perform an audit in connection with any rating and may, on occasion, rely on unaudited financial
information.  The ratings may be changed, suspended, or withdrawn as a result of changes in or unavailability of such
information or based on other circumstances.
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PART C – OTHER INFORMATION

Item 25.  Financial Statements and Exhibits

1.           Financial Statements:

The Registrant’s audited financial statements dated November 30, 2006, notes to such financial statements and report
of independent registered public accounting firm thereon and unaudited financial statements dated May 31, 2007 and
notes to such financial statements, are incorporated by reference into Part B:  Statement of Additional Information.

2.           Exhibits:

a.1. Articles of Incorporation.1
a.2. Articles of Amendment and Restatement.2
a.3. Articles Supplementary relating to Series I MMP Shares.5
a.4. Articles Supplementary relating to Series II MMP Shares.9
a.5. Articles Supplementary relating to Series III MMP Shares.10

a.6. Articles Supplementary relating to Series IV MMP Shares.12

a.7. Form of Articles Supplementary relating to Preferred Stock, included in Part B: Statement of
Additional Information.*

a.8. Articles of Amendment.7
a.9. Articles of Amendment.**

b.1. By-laws.1
b.2. Amended and Restated Bylaws.2
c. None.
d.1. Form of Common Share Certificate.*
d.2. Form of Preferred (MMP) Stock Certificate.*
d.3. Form of Note.*
d.4. Indenture of Trust.9
d.5. Form of Supplemental Indenture of Trust.*
d.6.a. Statement of Eligibility of Trustee on Form T-1.3
d.6.b. Statement of Eligibility of Trustee on Form T-1.**
d.7. Form of Fitch Rating Guidelines and Moody’s Rating Guidelines.*
e. Terms and Conditions of the Amended Dividend Reinvestment and Cash Purchase Plan.11

f. Not applicable.
g.1. Investment Advisory Agreement with Tortoise Capital Advisors, L.L.C.3
g.2. Reimbursement Agreement.3
h.1. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Common Stock.*
h.2. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.*
h.3. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Notes.*
i. None.
j. Custody Agreement.3
k.1. Stock Transfer Agency Agreement.3
k.2. Administration Agreement.3
k.3. Fund Accounting Agreement.3
k.4. Form of Auction Agency Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.*
k.5. Form of Auction Agency Agreement relating to Notes.*
k.6. Form of Broker-Dealer Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.*
k.7. Form of Broker-Dealer Agreement relating to Notes.*
k.8. DTC Representation Letter relating to Preferred Stock and Notes.6
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k.9. Credit Agreement.8
l. Opinion of Venable LLP.**
m. Not applicable.
n. Consent of Ernst & Young LLP.*
o. Not applicable.
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p. Subscription Agreement.3
q. None.
r.1. Code of Ethics for the Registrant.*
r.2. Code of Ethics for the Adviser.*
s. Powers of Attorney.*

_____________
(*) Filed herewith.
(**) To be filed by amendment.
(1)Incorporated by reference to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2, filed on October 31, 2003 (File Nos.

333-110143 and 811-21462).
(2)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on January 30, 2004 (File Nos. 333-110143 and 811-21462).
(3)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on June 28, 2004 (File Nos. 333-114545 and 811-21462).
(4)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 3 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on February 20, 2004 (File Nos. 333-110143 and 811-21462).
(5)Incorporated by reference to Registrant's Registration Statement on Form N-2, filed on October 15, 2004 (File Nos.

333-119784 and 811-21462).
(6)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on April 1, 2005 (File Nos. 333-122350 and 811-21462).
(7)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on July 7, 2005 (File Nos. 333-124079 and 811-21462).
(8)Incorporated by reference to Post-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on August 10, 2006 (File Nos. 333-131204 and 811-21462).
(9)Incorporated by reference to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2, filed on January 20, 2006 (File Nos.

333-131204 and 811-21462).
(10)Incorporated by reference to Post-Effective Amendment No. 3 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on

Form N-2, filed on April 4, 2007 (File Nos. 333-140457 and 811-21462).
(11)Incorporated by reference to Pre-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form N-2,

filed on March 6, 2007 (File Nos. 333-140457 and 811-21462).
(12)Incorporated by reference to Post-Effective Amendment No. 5 to Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form

N-2, filed on August 17, 2007 (File Nos. 333-140457 and 811-21462).

Item 26.  Marketing Arrangements

The information contained under the heading “Plan of Distribution” in the prospectus is incorporated herein by
reference, and information concerning any underwriters will be contained in an accompanying prospectus supplement.

Item 27.  Other Expenses and Distribution

The following table sets forth the estimated expenses to be incurred in connection with all potential offerings
described in this Registration Statement:

Securities and Exchange Commission Fees $
Directors’ Fees and Expenses
Printing (other than certificates)
Accounting fees and expenses
Legal fees and expenses
NASD fee
Rating Agency Fees
Miscellaneous
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Total $*
_____________
(*) These expenses will be borne by the Company unless otherwise specified in a prospectus supplement.

Item 28.  Persons Controlled by or Under Common Control

None.
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Item 29.  Number of Holders of Securities

As of August 31, 2007, the number of record holders of each class of securities of the Registrant was:

Title of Class

Number of
Record
Holders

Common Shares ($0.001 par value)  91
Preferred Stock (Liquidation Preference
$25,000 per share)

 1

Long-term Debt ($305,000,000 aggregate
principal amount)

 1

Item 30.  Indemnification

Maryland law permits a Maryland corporation to include in its charter a provision limiting the liability of its directors
and officers to the corporation and its stockholders for money damages except for liability resulting from (a) actual
receipt of an improper benefit or profit in money, property or services or (b) active and deliberate dishonesty which is
established by a final judgment as being material to the cause of action.  The Registrant’s charter contains such a
provision which eliminates directors’ and officers’ liability to the maximum extent permitted by Maryland law.

The Registrant’s charter authorizes it, to the maximum extent permitted by Maryland law and the Investment Company
Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”), to indemnify any present or former director or officer or any individual who,
while a director of the Registrant and at the request of the Registrant, serves or has served another corporation, real
estate investment trust, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan or other enterprise as a director, officer,
partner or trustee, from and against any claim or liability to which that person may become subject or which that
person may incur by reason of his or her status as a present or former director or officer of the Registrant and to pay or
reimburse his or her reasonable expenses in advance of final disposition of a proceeding.  The Registrant’s Bylaws
obligate it, to the maximum extent permitted by Maryland law and the 1940 Act, to indemnify any present or former
director or officer or any individual who, while a director of the Registrant and at the request of the Registrant, serves
or has served another corporation, real estate investment trust, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan
or other enterprise as a director, officer, partner or trustee and who is made a party to the proceeding by reason of his
service in that capacity from and against any claim or liability to which that person may become subject or which that
person may incur by reason of his or her status as a present or former director or officer of the Registrant and to pay or
reimburse his or her reasonable expenses in advance of final disposition of a proceeding.  The charter and Bylaws also
permit the Registrant to indemnify and advance expenses to any person who served as a predecessor of the Registrant
in any of the capacities described above and any employee or agent of the Registrant or a predecessor of the
Registrant.

Maryland law requires a corporation (unless its charter provides otherwise, which the Registrant’s charter does not) to
indemnify a director or officer who has been successful in the defense of any proceeding to which he is made a party
by reason of his service in that capacity.  Maryland law permits a corporation to indemnify its present and former
directors and officers, among others, against judgments, penalties, fines, settlements and reasonable expenses actually
incurred by them in connection with any proceeding to which they may be made a party by reason of their service in
those or other capacities unless it is established that (a) the act or omission of the director or officer was material to
the matter giving rise to the proceeding and (i) was committed in bad faith or (ii) was the result of active and
deliberate dishonesty, (b) the director or officer actually received an improper personal benefit in money, property or
services or (c) in the case of any criminal proceeding, the director or officer had reasonable cause to believe that the
act or omission was unlawful.  However, under Maryland law, a Maryland corporation may not indemnify for an
adverse judgment in a suit by or in the right of the corporation or for a
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judgment of liability on the basis that personal benefit was improperly received, unless in either case a court orders
indemnification and then only for expenses.  In addition, Maryland law permits a corporation to advance reasonable
expenses to a director or officer upon the corporation’s receipt of (a) a written affirmation by the director or officer of
his good faith belief that he has met the standard of conduct necessary for indemnification by the corporation and (b) a
written undertaking by him or on his behalf to repay the amount paid or reimbursed by the corporation if it is
ultimately determined that the standard of conduct was not met.

The provisions set forth above apply insofar as they are consistent with Section 17(h) of the 1940 Act, which prohibits
indemnification of any director or officer of the Registrant against any liability to the Registrant or its stockholders to
which such director or officer otherwise would be subject by reason of willful misfeasance, bad faith, gross negligence
or reckless disregard of the duties involved in the conduct of his office.

Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (“1933 Act”), may be
provided to directors, officers and controlling persons of the Registrant, pursuant to the foregoing provisions or
otherwise, the Registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the Securities and Exchange Commission such
indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the 1933 Act and is, therefore, unenforceable.  In the event
that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities (other than the payment by the Registrant of expenses incurred
or paid by a director, officer or controlling person of the Registrant in connection with the successful defense of any
action, suit or proceeding or payment pursuant to any insurance policy) is asserted against the Registrant by such
director, officer or controlling person in connection with the securities being registered, the Registrant will, unless in
the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling precedent, submit to a court of appropriate
jurisdiction the question whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as expressed in the 1933 Act and
will be governed by the final adjudication of such issue.

Item 31.  Business and Other Connections of Investment Adviser

The information in the Statement of Additional Information under the caption “Management of the Company—Directors
and Officers” is hereby incorporated by reference.

Item 32.  Location of Accounts and Records

All such accounts, books, and other documents are maintained at the offices of the Registrant, at the offices of the
Registrant’s investment adviser, Tortoise Capital Advisors, L.L.C., 10801 Mastin Boulevard, Suite 222, Overland
Park, Kansas 66210, at the offices of the custodian, U.S. Bank National Association, 1555 North Rivercenter Drive,
Suite, 302, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212, at the offices of the transfer agent, Computershare Trust Company N.A.,
P.O. Box 43078, Providence, Rhode Island 02940-3078, at the offices of the administrator, U.S. Bancorp Fund
Services, LLC, 615 East Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202, at the offices of the Auction Agent and Paying
Agent, The Bank of New York, 101 Barclay Street, 7W, New York, NY 10280 or at the offices of the Trustee, The
Bank of New York Trust Company, N.A., 101 Barclay Street, New York, New York 10286.

Item 33.  Management Services

Not applicable.

Item 34.  Undertakings

1.           The Registrant undertakes to suspend the offering of common stock until the prospectus is amended if
(1) subsequent to the effective date of this registration statement, the net asset value declines more than ten percent
from its net asset value as of the effective date of this registration
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statement or (2) the net asset value increases to an amount greater than its net proceeds as stated in the prospectus.

2.           Not applicable.

3.           Not applicable.

4.           (a)           to file, during any period in which offers or sales are being made, a post-effective amendment to
this registration statement:

(1)           to include any prospectus required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933;

(2)           to reflect in the prospectus any facts or events arising after the effective date of the registration statement (or
the most recent post-effective amendment thereof) which, individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental
change in the information set forth in the registration statement; and

(3)           to include any material information with respect to the plan of distribution not previously disclosed in the
registration statement or any material change to such information in the registration statement.

(b)           that, for the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act of 1933, each such post-effective
amendment shall be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the
offering of those securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof; and

(c)           to remove from registration by means of a post-effective amendment any of the securities being registered
which remain unsold at the termination of the offering;

(d)           that, for the purpose of determining liability under the 1933 Act to any purchaser, if the Registrant is subject
to Rule 430C:  each prospectus filed pursuant to Rule 497(b), (c), (d) or (e) under the 1933 Act as part of this
registration statement relating to an offering, other than prospectuses filed in reliance on Rule 430A under the 1933
Act, shall be deemed to be part of and included in this registration statement as of the date it is first used after
effectiveness.  Provided, however, that no statement made in this registration statement or prospectus that is part of
this registration statement or made in a document incorporated or deemed incorporated by reference into this
registration or prospectus that is part of this registration statement will, as to a purchaser with a time of contract of sale
prior to such first use, supersede or modify any statement that was made in this registration statement or prospectus
that was part of this registration statement or made in any such document immediately prior to such date of first use.

(e)           that for the purpose of determining liability of the Registrant under the 1933 Act to any purchaser in the
initial distribution of securities:

The undersigned Registrant undertakes that in a primary offering of securities of the undersigned Registrant pursuant
to this registration statement, regardless of the underwriting method used to sell the securities to the purchaser, if the
securities are offered or sold to such purchaser by means of any of the following communications, the undersigned
Registrant will be a seller to the purchaser and will be considered to offer or sell such securities to the purchaser:

(1)           any preliminary prospectus or prospectus of the undersigned Registrant relating to the offering required to
be filed pursuant to Rule 497 under the 1933 Act;
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(2)           the portion of any advertisement pursuant to Rule 482 under the 1933 Act relating to the offering containing
material information about the undersigned Registrant or its securities provided by or on behalf of the undersigned
Registrant; and

(3)           any other communication that is an offer in the offering made by the undersigned Registrant to the
purchaser.

5.           (a)           That for the purpose of determining any liability under the 1933 Act, the information omitted from
the form of prospectus filed as part of this registration statement in reliance upon Rule 430A and contained in a form
of prospectus filed by the Registrant under Rule 497(h) under the 1933 Act [17 CFR 230.497(h)] shall be deemed to
be part of this registration statement as of the time it was declared effective; and

(b)           for the purpose of determining any liability under the 1933 Act, each post-effective amendment that contains
a form of prospectus shall be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and
the offering of the securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.

6.           The Registrant undertakes to send by first class mail or other means designed to ensure equally prominent
delivery within two business days of receipt of a written or oral request the Registrant’s statement of additional
information.

7.           Upon each issuance of securities pursuant to this Registration Statement, the Registrant undertakes to file a
form of prospectus and/or form of prospectus supplement pursuant to Rule 497 and a post-effective amendment to the
extent required by the 1933 Act and the rules and regulations thereunder, including, but not limited to a post-effective
amendment pursuant to Rule 462(c) or Rule 462(d) under the 1933 Act.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Investment Company Act of 1940, the Registrant
has duly caused this registration statement to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in
this City of Overland Park and State of Kansas, on the 14th day of September, 2007.

Tortoise Energy Infrastructure Corporation

By:    /s/ David J.
Schulte                                      
David J. Schulte, President

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, this registration statement has been signed by the following
persons in the capacities and on the date indicated.

/s/ Terry C.
Matlack                                            
Terry C. Matlack

Director (and Principal Financial and
Accounting Officer)

September 14, 2007

/s/ Conrad S.
Ciccotello*                                            
Conrad S. Ciccotello

Director September 14, 2007

/s/ John R.
Graham*                                           
John R. Graham

Director September 14, 2007

/s/ Charles E.
Heath*                                         
Charles E. Heath

Director September 14, 2007

/s/ H. Kevin
Birzer*                                            
H. Kevin Birzer

Director September 14, 2007

/s/ David J.
Schulte                                             
David J. Schulte

President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

September 14, 2007

_____________
* By David J. Schulte pursuant to power of attorney, filed herein.

By:  /s/ David J. Schulte
Attorney-in-Fact
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EXHIBIT INDEX

d.1. Form of Common Share Certificate.
d.2. Form of Preferred (MMP) Stock Certificate.
d.3. Form of Note.
d.5. Form of Supplemental Indenture of Trust.
d.7. Form of Fitch Rating Guidelines and Moody’s Rating Guidelines.
h.1. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Common Stock.
h.2. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.
h.3. Form of Underwriting Agreement relating to Notes.
k.4. Form of Auction Agency Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.
k.5. Form of Auction Agency Agreement relating to Notes.
k.6. Form of Broker-Dealer Agreement relating to Preferred Stock.
k.7. Form of Broker-Dealer Agreement relating to Notes.
n. Consent of Ernst & Young LLP. 
r.1. Code of Ethics for the Registrant. 
r.2. Code of Ethics for the Adviser.
s. Powers of Attorney.
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